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Abstract

Ferroelectric-on-Silicon Switchable Bulk Acoustic Wave Resonators and Filters for RF Applications

by

Seyit Ahmet Sis

Chair: Amir Mortazawi

Today’s multi-band mobile phones’ RF front ends require separate transceivers for each frequency band. Future wireless mobile devices are expected to accommodate a larger number of frequency bands; therefore using the existing transceiver configurations becomes prohibitive. One of the key RF components in wireless devices is the image reject and band-selection filter. Today’s multi-band mobile phones use bulk acoustic wave (BAW) filters in conjunction with solid-state or MEMS-based RF switches for selecting the frequency band of operation. This approach results in very complex circuits. As number of frequency bands increases, ferroelectric BST, operating at its paraelectric phase, has recently been utilized in designing intrinsically switchable BAW resonators and filters due to its voltage induced piezoelectricity. The intrinsically switchable BAW resonators and filters are suitable for designing compact multiband and frequency agile transceivers as they can be switched on and off by simply controlling the
dc bias voltage across the ferroelectric layer instead of using separate MEMS or solid-state based RF switches.

In this thesis, composite ferroelectric resonators are studied to improve the $Q$ of intrinsically switchable BAW resonators. Intrinsically switchable BAW resonators with record $Q$ values based on ferroelectric-on-silicon composite structures have been demonstrated. In addition, two types of intrinsically switchable BAW filters using ferroelectric-on-silicon composite structure: electrically connected filters and laterally coupled acoustic filters are studied. In the first part of this thesis, the design, fabrication and measurement results for high-$Q$ composite film bulk acoustic resonators (FBARs) are discussed. Subsequently, an intrinsically switchable electrically connected filter based on ferroelectric-on-silicon composite FBARs is presented. Finally, an intrinsically switchable laterally coupled acoustic filter with a ferroelectric-on-silicon composite structure is presented. The reported laterally coupled acoustic filter represents the first demonstration of a BST based intrinsically switchable acoustically coupled filter.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Multiband and frequency-agile transceivers are ubiquitous in today’s communication and radar systems. They are used in various applications including mobile phones and frequency hopping radars. For example, today’s smart phones utilize 3G or 4G wireless technologies which provide fast internet connection through multiple cellular frequency bands (850/900/1700/1900/2100/600 MHz). In addition, almost all smart phones have the capability for communicating through various other standards such as wireless area network (WAN) and Bluetooth standards (Wi-Fi 2.4/5GHz, Bluetooth 2.4 GHz), and providing global positioning system service (GPS 1.5 GHz) [1-3].

Currently, in a mobile handset, each of these standards has its own transceiver circuit with separate filters, amplifiers, switches and antennas [2]. A part of a typical RF front-end for a 3G mobile handset is shown in Figure 1.1. Most of the frequency bands of operation shown in Figure 1.1 have been included in mobile phones in the last decade. There is a steady increasing trend in the number of frequency bands used in smart phones.
Currently, not all the licensed frequency bands are used efficiently [4-10]. To use the frequency spectrum more efficiently, complex radio technologies are required for future communication systems. Cognitive radio is an example of such technologies based on multi-band, frequency-reconfigurable transceivers.

Cognitive radio’s basic operation is based on sensing the frequency spectrum, detecting the available frequency bands, and finally reconfiguring its transmission and reception parameters. These parameters include frequency, power level, bandwidth, data rate and transmission mode [4]. The process for cognitive radio’s interaction with the communication environment and determination of its transmission and reception parameters is illustrated with the cognitive cycle and shown in Figure 1.2 [4, 9].
To operate within a wide range of frequencies, cognitive radios based on traditional transceivers require individual RF front-ends including filters, switches and amplifiers for each frequency band. Traditional transceiver configurations result in complex, bulky and expensive cognitive radios. Therefore, frequency-agile transceivers are needed for compact and low-cost cognitive radios.

One of the key components used in multiband and frequency-agile transceivers are switched filters for the RF band selection. Each filter, operating at a different frequency band, is connected to the signal path through an RF switch as shown in Figure 1.1. RF switches can be based on solid-state or MEMS technologies. In general, switches introduce loss in the signal path and increase the circuit real estate. For example, a two-channel TriQuint’s BAW based switched filter bank [11], and a six-channel Herley’s switched filter bank based on printed filters [12] are shown in Figure 1.3. The RF switches as well as the transmission lines connecting the input and output of the TriQuint’s compact BAW filters to switches occupy a significant portion of the overall

---

**Figure 1.2: Cognitive cycle for a cognitive radio [4]**

To operate within a wide range of frequencies, cognitive radios based on traditional transceivers require individual RF front-ends including filters, switches and amplifiers for each frequency band. Traditional transceiver configurations result in complex, bulky and expensive cognitive radios. Therefore, frequency-agile transceivers are needed for compact and low-cost cognitive radios.

One of the key components used in multiband and frequency-agile transceivers are switched filters for the RF band selection. Each filter, operating at a different frequency band, is connected to the signal path through an RF switch as shown in Figure 1.1. RF switches can be based on solid-state or MEMS technologies. In general, switches introduce loss in the signal path and increase the circuit real estate. For example, a two-channel TriQuint’s BAW based switched filter bank [11], and a six-channel Herley’s switched filter bank based on printed filters [12] are shown in Figure 1.3. The RF switches as well as the transmission lines connecting the input and output of the TriQuint’s compact BAW filters to switches occupy a significant portion of the overall
circuit area as can be seen in Figure 1.3 (a). The insertion loss of individual TriQuint filters in switched filter bank is 1.5 dB; however, the insertion loss increases to approximately 2.5 dB when these filters are connected to p-HEMT based solid state switches [11]. Similarly, the insertion loss of the Herley’s filters is larger than 6 dB in all six channels as shown in Figure 1.3 (b) [12]. A significant part of this loss can be attributed to RF losses due to switches and interconnects.

Figure 1.3: (a) Two-channel TriQuint’s switched filter bank based on BAW filters [11], (b) six-channel Herley’s switched filter bank based on printed filters [12]

To design compact and low-cost multiband and frequency-agile systems, there is a need for an innovative approach to simplify the transceiver’s configuration. New technologies and methods are required to design switched filters in multiband and frequency-agile systems. One solution would be to utilize tunable filters and amplifiers which can cover the entire frequency bands used in the system, making a fully-tunable RF front-end. However, this may not be practical due to the difficulty of implementing
very wide frequency range tunable RF filters which meet the required performance across the entire frequency range. Instead, an alternative solution would be to combine tunable amplifiers, tunable antennas and compact switched filters based on new technologies. To design very compact switched filters, several technologies and methods, including ferroelectric based intrinsically switchable bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators and DC voltage switchable silicon micro-resonators have been proposed.

Barium strontium titanate (Ba$_{(x)}$Sr$_{(1-x)}$TiO$_3$, BST) based intrinsically switchable resonators and filters have already been successfully demonstrated [13-30]. The underlying principle of the switching mechanism in these devices is the strong electrostrictive effect in ferroelectric BST material. The electrostrictive effect causes induced piezoelectricity with the application of an electric field, resulting in electric field induced (or voltage induced) piezoelectricity. Voltage induced piezoelectricity is ultimately used to switch the electromechanical transduction on & off within the BAW resonators and filters allowing the design of intrinsically switchable BAW devices. Electrostriction and voltage induced piezoelectricity will be discussed with detail in Section 1.2.

Along with its voltage induced piezoelectric effect, BST exhibits voltage tunable permittivity. This property has also been utilized in designing various components such as tunable filters, tunable amplifiers, tunable antennas, phase shifters, tunable matching circuits, and voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO) [31-45]. BST’s inherent voltage tunable permittivity and voltage induced piezoelectric effect can be utilized to implement compact RF front-ends that are suitable for complex multiband and frequency agile
systems [3]. Figure 1.4 shows a proposed compact mobile phone front-end architecture utilizing switchable and tunable BST based RF components.

The aim of this work is to improve the quality factor ($Q$) and fabrication yield of BST based intrinsically switchable BAW resonators for both filter and oscillator applications. A composite structure has been implemented, which has already been successfully applied to the design of AlN and ZnO based BAW resonators [46-50]. The improvement in the quality factor and mechanical strength of the resonators is achieved through fabrication of BST-on-silicon composite structures which will be detailed in Chapter 2. Using this composite structure, intrinsically switchable electrically connected and acoustically coupled filters are also designed, fabricated and characterized and will be discussed throughout this dissertation.

![Figure 1.4: Compact RF front-end for mobile phones based on BST based tunable and switchable components](image)

Figure 1.4: Compact RF front-end for mobile phones based on BST based tunable and switchable components
1.2 An Overview of Acoustic Resonator Technologies in RF Applications

Mechanical resonators exhibit the largest displacement at their natural frequency of vibration (acoustic resonance frequency). There are multiple resonance modes for a given 3-D structure. For example, a simple rectangular 3-D structure has thickness-extensional, width-length extensional, shear and lamb wave modes, each one having a different displacement shape. Furthermore, each of these modes may exhibit higher order modes, called “harmonics” or “overtones”. In many applications, these resonance modes are intentionally avoided for various reasons. For example, in civil engineering, resonance modes in tall buildings or bridges are avoided or damped. On the other hand, there are applications that are based on acoustic resonance phenomena, such as musical instruments, clocks, sensors, and electric circuits.

In electric circuits, acoustic resonators are utilized to obtain a high-$Q$ electrical resonance response for designing filters and low phase noise oscillators. The resonance frequency of them is determined by their geometry and inversely related to their size. Advancement in micro-fabrication techniques have allowed designers to reduce resonator’s size that are suitable for operating at RF & microwave frequencies, allowing the RF filters, and low-phase-noise oscillators to employ acoustic resonators. For example, crystals made with bulk quartz piezoelectric plates operating in the MHz range have been available in electric circuit applications since the 1930s. On the other hand, thin film based bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators operating in the GHz range have only recently been used in commercial applications due to advancement in fabrication techniques [51].
To achieve electric resonance response in acoustic resonators, an electromechanical transduction mechanism is needed to couple electric signal to acoustic energy. In RF applications, the most common transduction mechanisms are electrostatic (capacitive) and piezoelectric transduction [52]. Recently, the electrostrictive transduction mechanism was utilized for designing intrinsically switchable resonators and filters for RF applications. This thesis discusses intrinsically switchable composite FBARs and filters utilizing electrostrictive transduction. The following sections discuss these transduction mechanisms in detail.

1.2.1 Acoustic Resonators Using Electrostatic Transduction

The electrostatic (capacitive) transduction principle is based on the electrostatic force between charges. Two charged electrodes, separated by a distance of \( d \) having an overlapping area of \( A \), experience an electrostatic force \( F_{\text{electrostatic}} \) [53]:

\[
F_{\text{electrostatic}} = \frac{Q_{\text{charge}}^2}{2\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r A}
\]  

(1.1)

where \( \varepsilon_0, \varepsilon_r \) and \( A \) are permittivity of air, relative permittivity of the medium between two electrodes and overlapped area of the electrodes, respectively. The \( Q_{\text{charge}} \) is the total electric charges at the plates and is a function of the applied voltage \( (V) \) and the parallel capacitance \( (C_0) \). The \( C_0 \) can be calculates using (1.2).

\[
C_0 = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r A}{d}
\]  

(1.2)

To illustrate the operation of electrostatically transduced resonators, the schematics for a one port and a two port clamped-clamped beam micro-resonators are shown in Figure 1.5 (a) and Figure 1.5 (b), respectively. These schematics can be used to understand the
operating principle of other electrostatically transduced resonators as well, such as clamped-free and disk resonators. As seen in Figure 1.5, the electrostatically transduced resonators consist of one or more parallel plate capacitors. At least one of the electrodes is connected to a mechanical structure which is designed for a certain mode of vibration at a desired resonance frequency. When an RF signal is applied at the resonance frequency, the structure (e.g. beam) exhibits a large displacement. Due to the significant change in the capacitance caused by this displacement, a large motional current is induced at the electrodes, providing a rapid impedance variation and a high-$Q$ electrical resonance response at the device resonance frequency.

A DC bias voltage, called “polarization voltage ($V_p$)”, is needed for electrostatic transduction [54-63] (Figure 1.5). This can be attributed to the fact that the electrostatic force ($F_{\text{electrostatic}}$) between electrodes is always attractive regardless of the applied signal’s polarity as shown in (1.1) [62]. The electrostatically transduced beam resonators, shown in Figure 1.5, utilize either fundamental or higher order flexural modes [52]. Figure 1.7 illustrates the flexural vibrating modes of a beam for the fundamental and the 5th resonance modes. The resonance frequency of a beam resonator operating at its $n^{th}$ resonance mode is calculated using (1.3) [52, 58]:

$$f_n = \frac{\lambda_n}{2\pi \sqrt{12}} \left( \frac{W}{L^2} \right) \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho}}$$

(1.3)

where $W$, $L$, $E$ and $\rho$ are width, length, Young’s modulus and the density of the beam, respectively. In (1.3), the $\lambda_n$ can be calculated using (1.4) [52, 58].

$$\cos \lambda_n \cdot \cosh \lambda_n = 1.$$  

(1.4)
Figure 1.6 shows the schematic and scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures for reported beam resonators [58]. The SEM pictures on the bottom left and bottom right in Figure 1.6 show fabricated clamped-clamped and clamped-free beam resonator, respectively [58]. In [58], the authors utilize polysilicon as the electrodes making an all-Si micro-resonator. $Q$s as high as 177000 at 19 kHz, and 74000 at 80 kHz are reported for clamped-free and clamped-clamped beam resonators, respectively [58].

Figure 1.5: Schematics for (a) a one-port and (b) a two-port electrostatically transduced clamped-clamped beam resonators

Figure 1.6: Electrostatically transduced beam resonators [58]. Top picture is the schematic, bottom left and right pictures are the SEM photos for fabricated clamped-clamped and clamped-free resonators [58].
The electrostatically transduced beam resonators discussed above operate at low frequencies, usually less than 100 MHz. Higher resonance frequencies can be obtained in electrostatically transduced resonators utilizing bulk modes as compared to resonators based on flexural modes [52]. This is attributed to the fact that the resonators based on bulk modes exhibit larger mechanical stiffness [52]. Figure 1.8 shows a reported silicon bulk acoustic wave resonator (SiBAR) utilizing a long and thick bulk-micromachined resonating block [59, 60]. The middle picture in Figure 1.8 shows the modal shape at the fundamental resonance mode [59, 60]. The structure vibrates in width-extensional mode and exhibits a displacement node at the center of the width (W). The resonating block is connected to the substrate at this node for the highest resonator performance. The resonance frequency of a SiBAR operating at its $n^{th}$ resonance mode is calculated using (1.5) [59, 60]

$$f_n = \frac{n}{2W} \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho}}$$

(1.5)

where $W$, $E$, and $\rho$ are width, Young’s modulus and the density of the bulk resonating block shown in Figure 1.8, respectively. In [59, 60], the reported resonance frequencies vary from 85.9 MHz to 1.55 GHz for various devices and mode numbers. In these devices, $Q$s as high as 24400 are reported [59, 60].

Figure 1.7: The fundamental and the 4th order flexural mode shapes of a beam structure.
Figure 1.8: The schematic, a fundamental mode shape and a fabricated device for a SiBAR are shown from left to right, respectively [59, 60].

Figure 1.9 shows another example of an electrostatically transduced bulk acoustic resonator [56]. The resonating bulk structure in this device is a polysilicon disk vibrating at its wine glass mode shape. To turn the electromechanical transduction on, the device is biased at the input and output electrodes [56]. The reported resonance frequency and $Q$ for this device are 1.156 GHz and 2689, respectively [56].

Figure 1.9: The schematic and a wine glass mode shape for an electrostatically transduced bulk acoustic resonator [56].
As shown in the reported devices discussed above, electrostatic transduction mechanism requires a DC bias voltage ($V_p$) for turning the electromechanical transduction on. This requirement makes electrostatically transduced resonators attractive for wireless applications, as it provides a voltage dependent switching functionality [52]. Furthermore, resonance frequency can be tuned slightly by changing the $V_p$, through the voltage induced stiffness effect [58]. This can be used to fine tune the resonator for compensating the frequency shift caused by fabrication tolerances and temperature change [58].

Electrostatically transduced resonators exhibit very-high quality factors ($Q_s$) as compared to other technologies. This is attributed to the fact that the transducer has no physical contact with the resonating structure [52]. However, the same fact causes high motional resistance in these resonators, unless the gap between electrodes is very small [52]. High motional resistance is a significant drawback of these resonators for use in RF systems that consist of 50 Ω matched blocks.

### 1.2.2 Acoustic Resonators Using Piezoelectric Transduction

Most of the acoustic resonators used in RF systems are based on piezoelectric transduction mechanism. This section discusses various piezoelectrically transduced acoustic resonators. To better explain the function of these devices, a brief discussion of the piezoelectricity phenomenon is provided first.

#### 1.2.2.1 Piezoelectricity

Piezoelectricity is a physical property that causes strong polarization and charge accumulation in certain classes of crystals, ceramics and various other solids when an
external mechanical stress is applied. This physical property is also reversible; an electric field or voltage applied to these materials creates an internal stress that causes a displacement in the material’s 3-D structure. This reverse effect is called inverse-piezoelectricity. Piezoelectricity was experimentally verified by Jacques and Pierre Curie brothers in France using a quartz plate [64, 65]. A year later, inverse piezoelectricity was demonstrated by another French physicist, Gabriel Libmann. Since then, the piezoelectric phenomenon has been utilized in many applications. With the discovery of new piezoelectric materials and advanced fabrication techniques, high quality, low-cost piezoelectric materials have become ubiquitous in everyday life. The market value for piezoelectric devices is more than US$10 billion annually [66].

Piezoelectric materials exhibit an asymmetry in their crystalline structure [67], and can be classified as polar and non-polar piezoelectrics [68]. Polar piezoelectrics exhibit a spontaneous polarization \( P_s \) even without an applied mechanical stress. An applied mechanical stress changes the magnitude and direction of the existing polarization in the material. To ensure the piezoelectric response or to improve the piezoelectric effect in polar piezoelectrics, spontaneous polarization is aligned in a certain direction by applying a large electric field at elevated temperatures. This process is called Corona charging [64]. On the other hand, non-polar piezoelectrics do not exhibit spontaneous polarization; applied mechanical stress creates a non-zero electric polarization in the material.

In piezoelectric materials, the mechanical and electrical properties are coupled through the electric polarization vector \( P \). This can be explained by first discussing the electric field induced polarization in a simple dielectric material. In a dielectric medium, the electric displacement vector \( D \) is given by [69]:

```plaintext
\[
D = \varepsilon E
\]
```
\[ D = \varepsilon_0 E + P \quad (1.6) \]

where \( \varepsilon_0, E \) and \( P \) are the permittivity of air, electric field and electric field induced polarization, respectively. \( P \) is related to the electric field \( (E) \) through susceptibility \( (\chi) \) as shown in (1.7). By plugging (1.7) into (1.6), \( D \) can be expressed as shown in (1.8)

\[ P = \varepsilon_0 \chi E \quad (1.7) \]

\[ D = \varepsilon_0 E + \varepsilon_0 \chi E = \varepsilon_0 (1 + \chi) E = \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_r) E \quad (1.8) \]

where \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity for the dielectric layer. If the dielectric material exhibits piezoelectricity, an electric polarization is created by the applied external stress given by [69]:

\[ P_{\text{piezo}} = dT \quad (1.9) \]

where \( P_{\text{piezo}}, d \) and \( T \) are the electric polarization caused by external stress, the piezoelectric strain coefficient, and external stress, respectively. In this case, electric displacement has two polarization components: electric field induced polarization \( (P) \) and strain induced polarization \( (P_{\text{piezo}}) \). Then, (1.6) and (1.8) are rewritten as:

\[ D = \varepsilon_0 E + P + P_{\text{piezo}} = \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_r) E + dT. \quad (1.10) \]

Equation (1.10) represents the direct piezoelectric effect. The inverse piezoelectric effect can also be derived similarly starting from Hooke’s law and relating the stress or strain to applied electric polarization. Direct and inverse piezoelectric equations together constitute the coupled piezoelectric equations shown below (1.11) [69].

\[ D = \varepsilon^T E + dT \]

\[ S = s^E T + dE \quad (1.11) \]
In (1.11), $S$ represents the mechanical strain. The superscripts $T$ and $E$ in (1.11) indicate that the permittivity ($\varepsilon$) and the compliance ($s$) matrices are for constant stress and electric field conditions. Equations (1.11) are called “coupled piezoelectric equations”, and can be expressed in various other forms depending on the electric ($D$ or $E$) and mechanical variables ($S$ or $T$). These alternative equations, given IEEE’s piezoelectricity standard publication, are shown in (1.12) - (1.14) [70].

\begin{align*}
E &= -gT + \beta^T D \\
S &= s^D T + gD \\
E &= -h S + \beta^S D \\
T &= c^D S - hD \\
D &= eS + \varepsilon^S E \\
T &= c^E S - eE
\end{align*}

(1.12) - (1.14)

In (1.11)-(1.14), $d$, $g$, $h$, and $e$ are the piezoelectric strain coefficient, the piezoelectric voltage coefficient, the piezoelectric stress coefficient, and the piezoelectric charge coefficient, respectively. In (1.12) and (1.13), $\beta$ is impermitivity of the material which is defined as $\beta=(\varepsilon)^{-1}$. The piezoelectric coefficients above can be converted from one to another using suitable equations [70].

Piezoelectric materials are anisotropic due to their usually single-crystalline or highly-crystalline structures; therefore piezoelectric coupled equations shown in (1.11)-(1.14) are expressed in matrix form. (1.15) shows the matrix form of the coupled equation given in (1.11).
Most common piezoelectric materials for use in RF acoustic resonators are aluminum nitride (AlN), zinc oxide (ZnO), lead zirconium titatane (PZT) and lithium niobate (LiNbO₃). These piezoelectric materials are either utilized as bulk substrates or fabricated as thin film layers on substrates using various deposition techniques. Common deposition techniques include sputtering, epitaxial growth, sol-gel, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and pulsed laser deposition [3, 52, 64]. Usually, it is difficult to obtain the same property and performance of the bulk materials is difficult [64]. Therefore, several researchers have experimented with fabricating thin films by thinning the bulk piezoelectric materials. Piezoelectric layers as thin as 5 µm is obtained by thinning bulk piezoelectric substrates [64].

Piezoelectrically transduced acoustic resonators are based on acoustic waves propagating either at the surface or in the bulk of the resonator structure. The following two subsections discuss piezoelectrically transduced surface acoustic wave and bulk acoustic wave resonators.
1.2.2.2 **Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Resonators**

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators consisting of input and output interdigitated electrodes (IDT) on a piezoelectric substrate are shown in Figure 1.10. An RF signal excited at the input IDT excites surface acoustic waves on the surface of the material via the inverse piezoelectric effect. The acoustic waves propagate to the output IDT and are converted back to electric signals via the direct piezoelectric effect. The reflectors shown in Figure 1.10 are used to confine the acoustic waves by creating an acoustic cavity. In SAW resonators, typically more than 90% of the acoustic energy propagates within one wavelength thickness from the substrate’s top surface [71].

![Figure 1.10: A typical structure for surface acoustic wave resonator (SAW)](image)

The SAW resonators are fabricated on piezoelectric substrates rather than thin film piezoelectric layers. Most of the acoustic energy stays on the surface of the piezoelectric layer and their resonance frequency is independent of the piezoelectric layer’s thickness. Therefore, SAW fabrication is simpler as compared to that of bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators, as the SAW fabrication process avoids the complexity and the cost associated with high temperature piezoelectric deposition. The resonance frequency of the SAW resonators is determined by the spacing between fingers in IDT as follows:

\[ f = \frac{v}{\lambda} \]  

(1.16)
where \( v \) and \( \lambda \) are the acoustic wave velocity and the periodic distance between fingers. Therefore, multiple frequency SAW resonators and filters can be easily fabricated on the same substrate by simply changing the lateral geometry of the devices for operating at different frequencies. However, their maximum achievable resonance frequency is limited by the minimum feature size of the lithography process. Commercial SAW resonators are available at frequencies up to 2.5 GHz. SAW resonators up to 14 GHz are demonstrated using advanced e-beam lithography techniques [72].

1.2.2.3 Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) Resonators

Piezoelectrically transduced bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators are based on acoustic wave propagation in the bulk of the resonator structure. Common examples are thin film bulk acoustic resonators (FBARs), solidly mounted resonators (SMRs) and contour (lateral) mode resonators. This thesis discusses FBARs, composite FBARs, and SMRs in detail in Chapter 2. Therefore, in this section, the structure and operating principle of these devices are briefly explained. An example device for a recent approach for FBARs with symmetric composite structure is briefly discussed here [46]. A more detailed explanation on piezoelectrically transduced contour mode resonators is also provided in this section.

The FBARs and SMRs are acoustic cavities consisting of a piezoelectric layer sandwiched between the top and bottom electrodes. The acoustic wave is confined within the piezoelectric layer and electrodes by the reflective boundaries at the top and bottom surfaces. In FBARs, the reflective boundaries are created by the air interface with the top and bottom surfaces. In SMRs, a Bragg reflector is utilized to reflect the acoustic waves.
As in FBARs and SMRs, composite FBARs are also acoustic cavities consisting of a piezoelectric layer sandwiched between top and bottom electrodes. However, composite FBARs employ additional non-piezoelectric, low-loss layer acting as a membrane under the sandwiched piezoelectric layer, as compared to FBARs and SMRs. Composite FBARs exhibit larger $Q$ values and operate at higher order modes. Figure 1.11 shows the typical FBAR (a), SMR (b) and composite FBAR (c) structures and acoustic mode shape for an FBAR operating at the fundamental mode (d). For FBARs and SMRs, $Q$s as high as 3000, are reported. For the composite FBARs, a $Q$ of 68000 is reported [47].

Composite FBARs shown in Figure 1.11 (c) are asymmetric along the horizontal line at the middle of the piezoelectric layer (transduction layer). Therefore, they exhibit both even and odd resonance modes as opposed to FBARs and SMRs which excite only odd resonance modes [48]. A recently reported method for the design of composite FBARs is based on creating a symmetric structure by depositing a low-loss, non-piezoelectric layer at both the top and the bottom of the piezoelectric layer. Figure 1.12 shows a reported AlN/SiO2 symmetric composite FBAR [46]. The device exhibits its strongest resonance response at the 3rd resonance mode with a $Q$ and an effective electromechanical coupling coefficient ($K_t^2$) of 1450 and 0.005, respectively. Quality factor values as high as 2000 have been reported at other resonance modes [46].
Figure 1.11: Typical 2-D structures for (a) FBARs, (b) SMRs, (c) composite FBARs. A mode shape for an FBAR at fundamental resonance mode is shown in (c).

Figure 1.12: Symmetric composite FBAR’s (a) schematic, (b) TEM picture [46].

FBARs and SMRs discussed above are thickness-extensional mode resonators. In these resonators, the resonance frequency is set by the resonator’s overall thickness. Electrical response and resonance frequencies of these resonators can be obtained by using a 1-D acoustic transmission line model.

Another commonly used piezoelectrically transduced BAW resonator is a contour mode (Lateral mode) resonator. Contour mode resonators can operate at their width-
extensional, length-extensional and radial-extensional resonance modes depending on the resonance structure. Their resonance frequency is mainly determined by the lateral dimension of the resonator, as in SAW devices. Therefore, the maximum achievable resonance frequency is limited by minimum feature size achievable by the lithography process. Contour mode resonators operating at different frequencies can be easily fabricated on the same substrate.

As in FBARs, contour mode resonators consist of a piezoelectric layer sandwiched between top and bottom electrodes. RF signal at the electrodes excite lateral displacement in the structure through $d_{31}$ piezoelectric coefficient. Contour mode resonators are connected to substrates through anchors as shown in Figure 1.14. It should be noted that contour mode resonators are released from the substrate at both the bottom and sides of the resonator. The anchors are connected to the resonator at the displacement nodes of the resonance mode. Anchors provide the only connection to the substrate in contour mode resonators.

Figure 1.13 shows the modes shapes for a radially-extensional ring shape and a length-extensional rectangular shape contour mode resonators. Figure 1.14 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures for a reported radially-extensional ring shape and length-extensional rectangular shape contour mode resonators demonstrated in [73]. In [73], devices with resonance frequencies varying from 19 MHz to 656 MHz, with $Q$s as high as 4300 have been reported.
Figure 1.13: Mode shape for the (a) radially-extensional ring shape and (b) length-extensional rectangular shape contour mode resonators.

Figure 1.14: SEM pictures for a reported (a) radially-extensional ring shape and (b) length-extensional rectangular shape contour mode resonators [73].

To increase their resonance frequency, higher-order contour mode resonators are demonstrated by using inter-digitated electrode configurations [74]. Resonators operating up to 4.5 GHz, and $Q$s as high as 520 are reported [74].
1.2.3 Acoustic Resonators Using Electrostrictive Transduction

Electrostriction is a common property observed in all dielectrics causing mechanical stress or strain when an electric field is applied across the dielectric. In most of the dielectric materials, the strain created by an applied electric field is very small for use in any practical applications. In certain dielectrics, such as ferroelectrics, the electrostrictive effect is large enough such that it can create an electric field (or voltage) induced and controlled piezoelectricity. This thesis discusses several intrinsically switchable bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators and filters based on electrostrictive transduction mechanism. In these resonators and filters, ferroelectric barium strontium titanate (Ba$_{x}$Sr$_{1-x}$TiO$_{3}$ or BST) is used for electromechanical transduction due to its strong electrostrictive effect.

As compared to BST’s hysteresis behavior and voltage tunable permittivity, BST’s voltage induced piezoelectricity is relatively new in circuit applications. For example, BST’s hysteresis behavior has already been used in non-volatile memories [75-77]. Similarly, BST’s voltage tunable permittivity has been utilized to design varactors in frequency tunable circuits for a long time. Therefore, BST’s dielectric properties are well-characterized. For this reason, to better explain electrostriction and voltage induced piezoelectric effect in the following sections, the BST’s ferroelectric and voltage tunable permittivity are discussed first. Subsequently, electrostrictive effect and voltage induced piezoelectricity are discussed along with several recently reported switchable BAW resonators based on electrostrictive transduction.
1.2.3.1 Ferroelectricity and Voltage Tunable Permittivity in BST

Ferroelectric materials are non-linear dielectrics; their electric polarization exhibits a non-linear dependency to applied electric field as shown in Figure 1.15 (a). At the same time, ferroelectrics exhibit a hysteresis behavior due to the spontaneous polarization (Figure 1.15). These properties make ferroelectrics quite different from linear dielectrics. Figure 1.15 (b) shows typical electric polarization as a function of electric field in linear dielectrics.

In ferroelectrics, the non-linear electric field dependent polarization provides voltage tunable permittivity as can be seen in expressions (1.7) and (1.8). This property is useful for designing frequency tunable RF circuits and components. To avoid the hysteresis effect and at the same time to maintain the non-linear polarization, one needs to use the ferroelectric materials at their paraelectric phase above the Curie temperature [78]. This is because ferroelectrics do not exhibit spontaneous polarization at the paraelectric phase. The Curie temperature for barium strontium titanate (BST) can be determined by the ratio of barium and strontium atoms in BST’s stoichiometry (Ba\(_x\) Sr\(_{1-x}\) TiO\(_3\)). For example,
for barium titanate (BaTiO₃) where x is 1 in the stoichiometry, the Curie temperature is approximately 116 °C [78]. When x is reduced to 0.3 by adding Sr atoms, the stoichiometry of BST becomes Ba(0.3)Sr(0.7)TiO₃, and the Curie temperature is reduced to approximately -110 °C [78]. Therefore, by manipulating the BST’s stoichiometry, one can ensure operating at paraelectric phase with no hysteresis effect. BST in the paraelectric phase has a typical polarization-electric field relation as shown in Figure 1.16.

![Figure 1.16: Electric polarization vs applied electric field at paraelectric phase](image)

BST’s non-linear polarization behavior that provides voltage tunable permittivity can be explained by its paraelectric phase crystal structure as shown in Figure 1.17. BST has a cubic perovskite unit cell structure in which titanium (Ti) atom is located at the center of the structure. The Ti atom exhibits large displacement with the applied RF electric field [78]. The amount of displacement is the largest when Ti is at the center of the structure; therefore, in this case, BST exhibits highest permittivity due to its large electric polarization. When a DC bias is applied along with an RF electric field, the Ti atom is shifted from its center point and exhibit smaller displacement as compared to the unbiased condition. Therefore, the permittivity is reduced due to smaller electric
polarization. This is illustrated with arrows across the Ti atom in Figure 1.17 (a) and Figure 1.17 (b). The typical parallel plate capacitance \( C \) of a BST capacitor as a function of DC bias voltage \( V_{dc} \) is shown in Figure 1.18.

BST based tunable capacitors have been used in designing various frequency-agile RF circuits, including tunable capacitors (varactors), phase shifters, tunable filters, voltage controlled oscillators, tunable antennas and tunable amplifiers [31-45]. The following section discusses the electrostriction and voltage induced & controlled piezoelectric effect in BST.

![Figure 1.17: Cubic Perovskite unit cell for BST](image)

![Figure 1.18: The typical DC voltage dependent capacitance response for BST tunable capacitors](image)
1.2.3.2 Electrostriction and Voltage Induced Piezoelectric Effect in BST

Electrostriction is a property of all dielectrics that relates an applied electric field to the induced mechanical strain caused by the electric field [79-81]. Considering this property only in one dimension for simplicity, electric field-induced mechanical strain ($S$) is related to electric polarization as follows [79, 81]:

$$S = sE T + QP^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.17)

where $s$, $T$, $P$ and $Q$ are the compliance, mechanical stress, electric polarization and charge-related electrostrictive coefficient, respectively [81]. In most dielectrics, the electrostrictive coefficient ($Q$) is negligible such that (1.17) becomes an uncoupled equation expressing Hooke’s law. However, in some dielectric materials such as ferroelectrics, the electrostrictive coefficient is large enough to create significant amounts of electric field-induced mechanical strain. This large electrostrictive coefficient can be used to obtain voltage induced piezoelectricity. Voltage induced piezoelectricity can be briefly explained as follows: in ferroelectrics, electric polarization can be expressed as [79]:

$$P = P_s + \chi E$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.18)

where $P_s$, $\chi$ and $E$ are the spontaneous polarization, susceptibility and electric field, respectively. By plugging (1.18) into (1.17) and assuming there is no applied mechanical stress ($T=0$), one can obtain electric field induced mechanical strain as follows:

$$S = QP_s^2 + 2QP_s\chi E + Q\chi^2 E^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.19)
In (1.19), the three terms on the right side of the equation, from left to right, represent strain due to the spontaneous polarization, strain due to piezoelectric effect and strain due to electrostrictive effect, respectively [79]. When factoring out the last two terms for the common term $E$, one can rewrite (1.19) as shown below (1.20) [80]

$$S = QP_s^2 + E(2Q_P\chi + Q\chi^2 E).$$

(1.20)

In (1.20), the two terms in parentheses can be thought of as the effective piezoelectric coefficient since $S$ and $E$ are linearly dependent one another [80]. While the first term of the effective piezoelectric coefficient is constant, the second term is $E$-field dependent. Therefore, electrostriction can be considered as $E$-field induced piezoelectricity [80].

When BST is used in the paraelectric phase, the spontaneous polarization is not present ($P_s=0$) and (1.20) can be simplified as follows:

$$S = E(Q\chi^2 E).$$

(1.21)

As it is seen in (5), at the paraelectric phase, electromechanical transduction occurs primarily through the electric field or voltage induced piezoelectric effect that originates from BST’s strong electrostriction.

The voltage induced piezoelectric effect has been utilized in designing bulk acoustic (BAW) resonators for use in multiband and frequency-agile RF circuits [3]. BST based resonators are intrinsically switchable: when BST layer is not subject to an external electric-field, there is no electromechanical transduction; therefore the device acts as a capacitor. With the application of an electric field, electromechanical transduction is turned on and devices act as acoustic resonators.

Recently reported BST and strontium titanate (STO) based switchable resonators are based on FBAR and SMR structures, shown in Figure 1.11. In BST based SMRs and
FBARs, quality factors \((Q_s)\) as high as 350 are reported \([30, 82]\). In addition, BST and strontium titanate (STO) based switchable filters based on SMRs and FBARs are demonstrated \([23, 28, 83]\).

### 1.2.4 Comparison of Electrostatic, Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Transduction Mechanisms

Table 1.1 compares the performance of acoustic resonators based on electrostatic, piezoelectric and electrostrictive transduction mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPERTIES</th>
<th>Electrostatic Transduction Based Resonators</th>
<th>Piezoelectric Transduction Based Resonators</th>
<th>Electrostrictive Transduction Based Resonators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality Factor ((Q_s))</td>
<td>Very High ((&gt;10000))</td>
<td>High ((&gt;2000))*</td>
<td>Low ((\sim 350))*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromechanical coupling ((K_t^2))</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High*</td>
<td>High*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motional Resistance ((V_{dc}))</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Bias ((V_{dc}))</td>
<td>Required ((Voltage controlled Switchable))</td>
<td>Not Required ((Voltage controlled Switchable))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonance Frequency</td>
<td>Low ((&lt;2 GHz))</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*\(Q_s\) and \(K_t^2\) are reported for non-composite resonators, such as FBARs and SMRs

- **Electrostatic Transduction Based Resonators:**

Very large \(Q_s\)s are achievable in electrostatically transduced resonators. In addition to that, the requirement for DC bias voltage makes these resonators attractive in frequency
agile systems, as the resonators can be turned on & off by simply controlling the applied bias voltage. However, very high motional resistance of these resonators is a major limiting their use in RF systems with 50 Ω standard impedance due to significant impedance mismatch.

- **Piezoelectric Transduction Based Resonators:**

  Resonators based on piezoelectric transduction exhibit high $Q$s with low motional resistance values. Therefore, these resonators are suitable for RF systems in terms of performance and integration with 50 Ω matched components. However, in piezoelectrically transduced resonators, electromechanical transduction cannot be turned off. Therefore, these resonators need RF switches when used in a switched filter bank. RF switches are lossy and increase the size and complexity of the system.

- **Electrostrictive Transduction Based Resonators:**

  Resonators based on electrostrictive transduction exhibit low motional resistance. These resonators need DC bias voltage to be turned on & off, making them intrinsically switchable with the application of bias voltage. Therefore, electrostrictive transduction based resonators are suitable for use in switched filters for multiband and frequency-agile systems. Quality factor ($Q$) of intrinsically switchable resonators needs further improvement as can be seen in Table 1.1.

### 1.3 Thesis Goal and Contributions

The goal of this thesis is to improve the quality factor ($Q$) of intrinsically switchable BST based BAW resonators. To accomplish this goal, low-loss single-crystal silicon (Si) is combined with electrostrictive BST to form a BST-on-Si composite structure.
A fabrication process using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers is developed for fabricating composite BST-on-Si FBARs. Intrinsically switchable BST-on-Si composite FBARs provide measured $Q$s. This represents the highest $Q$ value reported for BST based BAW resonators utilizing electrostrictive transduction.

Electrically connected and acoustically coupled filters are designed and fabricated using BST-on-Si composite BAW resonators. To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the first BST based intrinsically switchable acoustically coupled filter reported.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 discusses the structure and operating principles for FBAR, SMR and composite FBARs. Design considerations and modeling methods for composite FBARs are provided. Subsequently, design and fabrication procedures for high-$Q$ intrinsically switchable BST-on-Si composite FBARs are explained. Finally, measurement results for a fabricated composite FBAR along with extracted mBVD model parameters are presented.

Chapter 3 discusses the intrinsically switchable electrically connected filters based on BST-on-Si composite FBARs. Design and fabrication procedures for electrically connected filters are provided. Finally, the measurement results for a BST-on-Si intrinsically switchable electrically connected filter are presented.

Chapter 4 discusses laterally coupled acoustic filters based on BST-on-Si composite structure. First, the structure and operating principles for acoustically coupled filters are discussed. A lumped element model that represents acoustically coupled filters is provided. Subsequently, finite element method (FEM) based simulation results are
presented for the laterally coupled acoustic filters. Finally, fabrication procedure and measurement results for a laterally coupled acoustic filter are presented.

Chapter 5 summarizes the achievements of this thesis and discusses the future direction for the research at the intrinsically switchable BAW resonators.
Chapter 2

Intrinsically Switchable High-$Q$, BST-on-Si Composite FBARs

2.1 Introduction

Thin film bulk acoustic resonators (FBARs) are extensively used as BAW filters in wireless applications, such as mobile phones and GPS devices. The main advantages of FBAR filters are their higher power handling levels and higher $Q$ values as compared to SAW filters and much smaller sizes as compared to ceramic filters [84]. High $Q$ values of FBARs allow designing filters with sharp skirts that can meet tight filter roll-off requirements in CDMA duplexers [84].

FBARs have also been proposed for use in low-phase-noise RF oscillators [85-88]. The biggest challenge in the design of FBAR oscillators is to achieve the same temperature stability and phase-noise values as of quartz crystal oscillators that are commonly used in today’s wireless devices. However, as FBARs have significant advantages over the quartz crystals in terms of size, frequency of operation and integration with CMOS. These advantages have helped to intensify the effort to further improve FBAR performance in terms of its $Q$ and temperature stability.
Commonly used FBARs are based on several piezoelectric materials such as aluminum nitride (AlN), zinc oxide (ZnO) and lead zirconate titanate (PZT). Currently AlN is the only piezoelectric material used in commercial applications due to its fabrication ease in IC facilities [84]. Recently, electrostrictive transduction has been proposed for use in FBARs [22, 82]. The voltage induced piezoelectric effect that originates from strong electrostriction allows for designing intrinsically switchable resonators and filters, providing more compact switched filters in multiband communication systems. Since the electrostrictive transduction mechanism is relatively new in FBARs, there is a significant need for improving the device performance to meet today’s wireless communication standard’s requirements.

In this chapter, intrinsically switchable composite FBARs based on BST-on-Si structure is discussed. Emphasis is given in designing thicknesses in vertically stacked layers for optimal device performance. Devices reported in this chapter demonstrate highest achieved $Q$ values for intrinsically switchable BAW resonators utilizing electrostrictive transduction mechanism. This chapter is organized as follows: First, FBAR structures and operation principles are explained. Design considerations and figures of merit (FOM) for the FBARs are discussed. Common FBAR models; modified Butterworth-Van Dyke model and 1-D acoustic transmission line model and are discussed. Subsequently, a detailed TL model based design procedure for high-$Q$, intrinsically switchable composite FBARs are presented. The detailed fabrication steps for the intrinsically switchable composite FBARs are presented. Finally the measurement results of a high-$Q$ composite FBAR are presented.
2.2 FBAR Structures and Operation Principles

2.2.1 FBAR Structures

FBAR structure consists of a thin film piezoelectric layer sandwiched between two electrodes. An acoustic wave is trapped by the electrode-air interfaces at the top and bottom electrode surfaces, creating an acoustic cavity as shown in Figure 2.1. FBARs are usually fabricated on silicon substrates. To provide electrode-air interface at the bottom electrode, the substrate under the bottom electrode can be removed either completely by creating a hole from the bottom surface of substrate (Figure 2.1 (a)), or partially by creating an air-gap between substrate and bottom electrode (Figure 2.1 (b)).

![Figure 2.1: The 3-D structure FBAR: Si under the device is removed (a) completely, and (b) partially.](image)

An alternative way for creating an acoustic cavity is to isolate the acoustic energy from the substrate by designing a Bragg reflector under the bottom electrode as shown in Figure 2.2. Since the sandwiched piezoelectric layer is mounted on the substrate with a Bragg reflector, this type of resonator is called a solidly mounted resonator (SMR).
The Bragg reflector consists of multiple layers of thin films with alternating acoustic impedances stacked vertically as shown in Figure 2.2. The SMRs are fabricated by planar micro-fabrication techniques with successive deposition and lithography steps. Therefore, the SMRs are advantageous in terms of robustness. However, the SMRs usually exhibit lower resonator performance in terms of quality factor and electromechanical coupling as compared to FBARs [51]. This is due to lower acoustic wave reflecting performance of the Bragg reflector as compared to the air-electrode interface [51].

Composite structure has been used in FBARs to improve the $Q$ and the robustness of the resonators [47-50]. The intrinsically switchable composite FBARs presented in this chapter are based on BST-on-Si structure as shown in Figure 2.3. Ferroelectric BST is used mainly as the transduction layer. The strong electrostriction in BST renders the composite FBAR intrinsically switchable as a function of DC bias. The Si membrane, which is relatively thick as compared to BST layer, is used to increase the resonator $Q$ and robustness.
In intrinsically switchable composite FBARs, the acoustic energy is trapped within the BST-on-Si structure by the air-electrode and the air-Si interfaces at the top and bottom of the resonator, respectively. Therefore, significant amounts of acoustic energy stay inside the low-loss Si layer, increasing the $Q$ of the resonator at the cost of reduced electromechanical coupling. In composite FBARs, the thicknesses of the transduction layer (BST), the membrane (Si) and resonance mode of operation should be chosen carefully for a desired resonance frequency and performance, as will be discussed later in this chapter.

2.2.2 FBAR Operation Principles

The FBARs (non-composite) operate at the structure’s fundamental thickness-extensional mode of vibration. In this mode, resonator structure exhibits largest acoustic displacement at the top and bottom air-electrode interfaces and a displacement node at the center of the piezoelectric layer. There is approximately a half-wavelength acoustic displacement across the resonator structure as shown in Figure 2.4. Resonator $Q$ is
mainly affected by the mechanical loss of the piezoelectric layer and electrodes. In FBARs (non-composite) and SMRs, even order resonance modes do not exist due to symmetry of structure. Furthermore, higher order odd resonance modes are very weak due to very small effective electromechanical coupling coefficient ($K_{t2}$). Therefore, these resonators are usually utilized at their fundamental resonance mode.

![Figure 2.4: Acoustic displacement across FBARs at fundamental resonance mode](image)

On the other hand, composite FBARs operate at higher order thickness-extensional resonance modes. The strongest resonance mode is determined by the thicknesses and mechanical $Q$ of each layer. To illustrate higher order resonance mode shapes, acoustic displacement across composite FBARs operating at $3^{rd}$ and $4^{th}$ resonance modes for are shown in Figure 2.5 for the maximum electromechanical coupling.

![Figure 2.5: Acoustic displacement across composite FBAR structure (a) at $3^{rd}$ resonance mode, (b) at $4^{th}$ resonance mode.](image)
Design of thicknesses in composite FBARs will be explained in detail in the following sections. Before that, FBAR design considerations should be discussed to explain FBAR performance figures that are optimized in the design section.

2.3 Composite FBAR Design Considerations

The typical impedance response of a 1-port composite FBAR, near a resonance mode, is shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 on cartesian and Smith chart plots, respectively. In composite FBARs, each resonance mode exhibits a series \( f_s \) and a parallel resonance frequency \( f_p \). The \( f_s \) and \( f_p \) are defined as the frequencies where the real part of the admittance and impedance reach their maximum value, respectively, for a particular resonance mode [15]. Unless the resonator \( Q \) is very small, the \( f_s \) and \( f_p \) correspond to the points where the phase or imaginary component of complex impedance becomes zero, as indicated in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. Therefore, the input impedance becomes purely resistive at series and parallel resonance frequencies. These resistors can be represented by \( R_{fs} \) and \( R_{fp} \) at \( f_s \) and \( f_p \), respectively, and are important parameters when designing FBAR filters [51, 84]. The impedance of the FBAR is capacitive everywhere except the frequencies between the \( f_s \) and \( f_p \), where the resonator exhibits an inductive impedance response.

There are three important figures to evaluate the performance of composite FBARs at a particular resonance mode. These figures are the effective electromechanical coupling coefficient \( K_t^2 \), the quality factor \( Q \) and \( K_t^2 Q \) product, and will be discussed in detail in the following sections [51, 84].
2.3.1 Effective Electromechanical Coupling Coefficient ($K_t^2$)

The effective electromechanical coupling coefficient ($K_t^2$) represents the electromechanical conversion efficiency at a particular resonance mode. It is directly related to the intrinsic electromechanical coupling coefficient ($K^2$) of the transduction
layer. The exact relationship between $Kt^2$, $K^2$ and the thicknesses for the composite FBARs will be given in the 1-D transmission line modeling section of this chapter. The $Kt^2$ at any resonance mode can be calculated from the input impedance using the series ($f_s$) and parallel ($f_p$) resonance frequencies as follows [47]:

$$Kt^2 = \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{f_s}{f_p} \cdot \tan \left( \frac{\pi (f_p - f_s)}{2 f_p} \right).$$

(2.1)

The $Kt^2$ is very important in the design of FBAR filters. The maximum achievable filter bandwidth (BW) is limited by the $Kt^2$ of the FBARs in an FBAR filter [51, 89]. Furthermore, the insertion loss and out-of-band rejection performance of an FBAR filter is directly related to the $Kt^2Q$ product of each resonator [51, 84, 90, 91]. If FBARs are utilized in oscillators, the $Kt^2$ is not as important as $Q$ for the oscillator performance; however, a very small $Kt^2$ may prevent oscillations from starting up [88]. In order for a resonator to provide an inductive region between the series and parallel resonance frequencies, where majority of the oscillators operates [87], a $Kt^2Q$ product of more than approximately 2.5 is required [92].

### 2.3.2 Quality Factor ($Q$)

The $Q$ represents the ratio of stored energy to dissipated power per cycle in resonators [51]. A high $Q$ resonance response is desired in the FBARs. As mentioned in the previous section, the $Kt^2Q$ product directly affects the insertion loss and rejection level performance of FBAR filters. In FBAR based oscillators, the oscillator phase-noise is inversely proportional to the resonator $Q^2$ [93]. Therefore, obtaining a high $Q$ resonance response is vital in designing a low-phase noise oscillator. The $Q$ of an FBAR at a
particular resonance mode can be calculated from the input impedance response using [47]:

\[ Q_{s,p} = \frac{f}{2} \left| \frac{d\phi_{Zin}}{df} \right|_{\pm f_s, f_p} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where \( \phi_{Zin} \) is the phase of input impedance and \( Q_s \) and \( Q_p \) represent the resonator \( Q \)s at \( f_s \) and \( f_p \), respectively.

### 2.3.3 The Figure of Merit (\( K_i^2Q \) Product)

The \( K_i^2Q \) product for an FBAR is defined as a figure of merit (FOM) for FBARs [51]. At a given resonance mode, the size of the resonance circle on Smith chart is proportional to the \( K_i^2Q \) product at that resonance mode. Larger circle sizes are highly desirable in FBAR filters and oscillators [51]. This is because, the resistance values at the series and parallel resonance frequencies (\( R_{fs} \) and \( R_{fp} \)) are related to the size of resonance circles. Smaller \( R_{fs} \) and larger \( R_{fp} \) values are required for good filter and oscillator performance [51].

Figure 2.8 (a), (b) shows the simulated impedance response for an FBAR near a resonance mode for various \( K_i^2Q \) product values. Figure 2.9 shows the impedance response of an FBAR for a constant \( K_i^2Q \) product with various \( K_i^2 \) and \( Q \) values. As seen in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b), the size of the resonance circles increases with larger \( K_i^2Q \) product. When \( K_i^2Q \) product is maintained constant, the size of the resonance circles are maintained, regardless of the individual values for \( K_i^2 \) and \( Q \) as shown in Figure 2.9 (c). In these simulations, the \( R_{fs} \) and \( R_{fp} \) are also calculated for various \( K_i^2Q \) product values. Smaller \( R_{fs} \) and larger \( R_{fp} \) values are obtained as the \( K_i^2Q \) product increases, as shown in Figure 2.10. It should be noted that in Figure 2.8-Figure 2.10, the static capacitance of
the resonator is chosen such that the FBAR exhibits a 50 Ω capacitive impedance; therefore the resonance circles starts at –j1 on the Smith chart.

![Resonance circles on Smith chart](image)

**Figure 2.8**: Resonance circles on Smith chart (a) for constant $K_t^2$ with increasing $K_t^2Q$ product (b) constant $Q$ with increasing $K_t^2Q$ product
Figure 2.9: Resonance circles on Smith chart for constant $K_t^2Q$ product with various $K_t^2$ and $Q$.

Figure 2.10: The $R_{fs}$ and $R_{fp}$ as a function of $K_t^2Q$ product
2.4 FBAR Modeling

2.4.1 A Lumped Element Model (mBVD Model)

An FBAR can be represented accurately by a modified Butterworth Van-Dyke (mBVD) model shown in Figure 2.11 [94]. The mBVD model consists of the motional and the electrical branches, which are parallel to each other. The motional branch is formed by a series connected resistor \(R_m\), capacitor \(C_m\) and inductor \(L_m\) which represent the series resonance of the given resonance mode. The \(R_m\) in combination with \(L_m\) and \(C_m\) represents the acoustic \(Q\) of the device. The electrical branch is formed by a series-connected resistor \(R_e\) and a capacitor \(C_e\) as shown in Figure 2.11. The combination of \(C_e\), \(L_m\), and \(C_m\) represents the parallel resonance of the given resonance mode. In Figure 2.11, \(C_e\) represents the parallel plate capacitance formed by the electrodes and transduction layer (BST). The resistors \(R_p\), \(R_s\), and \(R_e\) account for electrical losses. The \(R_s\) represents the resistive losses associated with electrodes, and the \(R_e\) and the \(R_p\) represent the dielectric losses associated with the transduction layer.

![Figure 2.11: The modified Butterworth Van-Dyke Model](image)
The parallel plate capacitance of the FBAR, shown in Figure 2.11, is a function of resonator area through the following equation:

\[ C_e = \frac{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 A}{d} \]  

(2.3)

where \( \varepsilon_0, \varepsilon_r, A, \) and \( d \) are the permittivity of air, relative permittivity of transduction layer (BST), the area of the FBAR, and the thickness of the transduction layer, respectively.

The lumped components in mBVD model shown in Figure 2.11, at a particular resonance mode, are related to the device geometry and material properties as follows [100]:

\[ C_m = \frac{8}{\pi^2} K_t^2 C_e = \frac{8}{\pi^2} K_t^2 \frac{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 A}{d} \]  

(2.4)

\[ L_m = \frac{1}{(2\pi f_s)^2 C_m} \]  

(2.5)

\[ R_m = \frac{2\pi f_s L_m}{Q} \]  

(2.6)

In (2.7), \( K_t^2 \) is a function of the piezoelectric coefficient and acoustic properties of the transduction layer and the layer thicknesses which constitute the composite FBAR structure. The exact relationship between \( K_t^2 \) and layer thicknesses is provided in the following 1-D acoustic transmission line model section. Note that in (2.6), the \( Q \) represents the quality factor of the resonance mode in case the effect of parasitic resistances \( (R_s, R_p \text{ and } R_e) \) is not included. In this case, the quality factor at series and parallel resonance frequencies, \( Q_s \) and \( Q_p \), respectively, are the same and equal to \( Q \). The \( Q \) is a function of mechanical quality factor of each layer \( (Q_m) \) and layer thicknesses of the composite FBAR. The exact relationship between \( Q, Q_m \) and the layer thicknesses is discussed in the following 1-D acoustic transmission line model section.
The mBVD model is useful in the circuit simulation softwares when designing FBAR based circuits, such as filters and oscillators. The values of lumped components in mBVD model are a function FBAR geometry [95]. Therefore, the required mBVD component values for a desired filter or oscillator performance can be used to determine optimum device geometry. Furthermore, the mBVD model helps distinguishing various loss mechanisms that affect the $Q$ of the FBARs, when fitted to an FBAR measurement results. For example, the extracted $R_s$, which represents the conductor losses of electrodes, mainly degrades the $Q$ at the series resonance frequency ($Q_s$).

### 2.4.2 A 1-D Acoustic Transmission Line Model

A composite FBAR consists of various layers, such as transduction layer (BST), electrodes and membrane as shown in Figure 2.12. Therefore, a model that provides electrical impedance as a function of layer thicknesses and acoustic properties is needed for designing composite FBARs.

A 1-dimensional acoustic transmission line model [47, 96] is utilized in the design of the intrinsically switchable composite FBARs presented in this chapter. In this model, each layer in the composite FBAR structure is represented as a transmission line with acoustic wave propagating in the vertical direction with respect to the electrode surfaces. The layers considered in the model, which constitute the intrinsically switchable composite FBAR structure, are the top electrode, the electromechanical transduction layer, the bottom electrode, the buffer layer, and the Si membrane, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.12. Gold (Au) and platinum (Pt) are used to form the top and bottom electrodes. The BST is used as the transduction layer due to its strong electrostrictive effect. Silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) is used as a buffer layer, acting as a diffusion barrier.
between the Si membrane and the Pt bottom electrode during high temperature deposition of BST thin film. Single crystalline, (100)-oriented Si is used as the low mechanical loss membrane layer.

In the transmission line model, the air is represented by its acoustic characteristic impedance $Z_{0\ (\text{air})}$ as shown in Figure 2.12. This impedance is transformed to acoustic impedances of $Z_t$ and $Z_b$ (Figure 2.12), through successive impedance transformations using [97]

$$Z = Z_0 \left( \frac{Z_L + Z_0 \tanh(\gamma t)}{Z_0 + Z_L \tanh(\gamma t)} \right)$$

(2.7)

where, $\gamma, t, Z_0$ and $Z_L$, are the acoustic propagation constant of each layer, thickness of each layer, acoustic characteristic impedance of each layer and acoustic impedance seen looking into previous layer, respectively. The complex propagation constant ($\gamma$) for each layer, used in (2.7), is calculated using (2.8) and (2.9) [98]:

$$\gamma = \alpha + j \beta$$

(2.8)

$$\beta = \frac{\omega}{\nu}, \alpha = \frac{\beta}{2Q_m}$$

(2.9)

where $\alpha, \beta, \omega, \nu$ and $Q_m$ represent the attenuation constant, phase constant, angular frequency, acoustic velocity and the mechanical quality factor for each layer, respectively. The calculated acoustic impedances $Z_t$ and $Z_b$ are then normalized by the acoustic characteristic impedance of BST ($Z_{0\ (\text{BST})}$):

$$\overline{z_t} = \frac{Z_t}{Z_{0\ (\text{BST})}}, \quad \overline{z_b} = \frac{Z_b}{Z_{0\ (\text{BST})}}.$$  

(2.10)

Finally, the composite FBAR’s electrical impedance ($Z_{\text{electric}}$) is calculated using (2.11) [47]:
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\[
Z_{\text{electric}} = \frac{1}{j\omega C_e} \left[ 1 - K^2 \frac{\tan(\frac{\theta}{2})}{\frac{\theta}{2}} \left( \frac{z_r + z_b}{z_r + z_b} \right) \cos^2 \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right) + j \sin(\phi) \right]
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where \( K^2, \phi, \) and \( C_e \) are the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the BST, the acoustic phase across the BST layer and the parallel plate capacitance between the top and bottom electrodes, respectively. The parameters for each layer used in the transmission line mode are provided in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( v ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( Z_0 ) (kg/m²·s)</th>
<th>( Q_m )</th>
<th>( K^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>69.8×10⁶</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>5600</td>
<td>33.0×10⁶</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>12.5×10⁶</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>8100</td>
<td>19.5×10⁶</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>63.8×10⁶</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>4.0×10²</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following simulations, the dielectric loss of the BST layer and the conductor loss of electrodes are accounted for in the transmission line model by adding a shunt resistance \( R_p \) and a series resistance \( R_s \) as shown in Figure 2.12 [46]. The \( R_p \) is calculated using

\[
R_p = \frac{1}{\omega C_e \tan \delta}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where the loss tangent (\( \tan \delta \)) for the BST layer is 0.007 [99]. The value of \( R_s \) is 1 \( \Omega \) which is approximated based on the mBVD model fitted to previously fabricated devices. By taking \( R_s \) and \( R_p \) into consideration, the electrical input impedance in (2.11) is modified as follows:
Based on the input impedance given in (2.13), the series \((f_s)\) and parallel \((f_p)\) resonance frequencies for a given resonance mode are determined. From the input impedance, the resonator \(K^2\) and \(Q\) are calculated for each resonance mode using (2.1) and (2.2). By considering the resonance frequencies, quality factors, and electromechanical coupling coefficient at each resonance mode, the optimal thicknesses for the composite FBARs can be determined.

### 2.5 BST-on-Si Composite FBAR Design

#### 2.5.1 Optimum BST and Si Thicknesses

In composite FBARs, the values of \(K^2\) and \(Q\) as well as the resonance frequency at each resonance mode are strongly dependent on the distribution of acoustic displacement...
across the resonator structure [46, 48-50, 96]. Therefore, optimization of the thicknesses of each layer, especially the transduction layer (BST) and the membrane layer (Si), is very important in achieving the desired resonator performance [46, 48-50]. The optimum thicknesses of the layers for intrinsically switchable composite FBARs are determined using the transmission line mode discussed in the previous section.

The high-$Q$ intrinsically switchable composite FBAR presented in this chapter is designed for a 1.25 GHz operation. To determine the appropriate BST and Si thicknesses, and resonance mode of operation, the resonator electrical input impedance ($Z_{electric}$) is simulated as a function of BST to Si thickness ratio using the acoustic transmission line model. The thicknesses of the electrodes and buffer layer used in the model are given in Table 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Electrode</td>
<td>Pt+Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Electrode</td>
<td>Pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Layer</td>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $K^2_t$ and $Q$ are calculated from $Z_{electric}$ using (2.1) and (2.2) at various resonance modes. The resonance frequency is set at 1.25 GHz. As the BST to Si thickness ratio change, to maintain the resonance frequency constant, both BST and Si thicknesses must be adjusted. The plots of the predicted $K^2_t$ and $Q$ as a function of thickness ratio at various resonance modes are shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14, respectively. Finally, for operation at 1.25 GHz, the required BST thickness as a function of BST to Si thickness ratio at various resonance modes is determined and shown in Figure 2.15. By using the plots in Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15, the optimum BST and Si
thicknesses can be chosen for a desired resonator performance. It should be noted that the effect of parasitic resistances, $R_s$ and $R_p$, has not been taken in to account yet in the calculation of the $K_t^2$ and $Q$, shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. The $R_s$ and $R_p$ will be added to the model once the optimum thicknesses and resonance mode are chosen.

As seen in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 each resonance mode exhibits peak $Q$ and $K_t^2$ as a function of BST to Si thickness ratio. The $K_t^2$ peak values decrease with mode number, because the fraction of acoustic displacement across the BST layer (transduction layer) reduces. The $Q$ peak values, on the other hand, increase with mode number; since the fraction of acoustic displacement across the low loss Si layer increases. Furthermore, the effect of losses from electrode and SiO₂ layers also decreases with mode number, since the Si thickness increases with mode number while electrode and SiO₂ thickness is constant. For example, the peak $Q$ ($\sim 600$) at 2\textsuperscript{nd} resonance mode occurs with a BST to Si thickness ratio of approximately 0.1, as seen in Figure 2.14. For 1.25 GHz operation, the required BST and Si thicknesses are 450 nm and 4.5 µm, respectively. However, the required BST and Si thicknesses are approximately 500 nm and 17 µm at the peak $Q$ ($\sim 1500$), which occurs at a BST to Si thickness ratio of 0.03, for 6\textsuperscript{th} resonance mode.
Figure 2.13: The $K_f^2$ as a function of BST to Si thickness ratio

Figure 2.14: The $Q$ as a function of BST to Si thickness ratio
Although higher order modes can provide higher $Q_s$, in this work, the 4th resonance mode is selected to achieve high $Q$ values while avoiding highly overmoded resonator design. Based on the $K_t^2$ and $Q$ plots in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14, the targeted BST to Si thickness ratio in this work is 0.05, near peak $Q$ for the 4th resonance mode with $K_t^2$ of more than 0.005. After adding the parasitic resistances $R_s$ and $R_p$ to the model, the predicted $Q_s$ are approximately 800 and 1000 at series and parallel resonance frequencies ($Q_s$ and $Q_p$), respectively. The required BST and Si thickness values, obtained using Figure 2.15, are 540 nm and 10.8 µm, respectively. An off-the-shelf SOI wafer with a 10 µm thick Si device layer is used to design and fabricate the composite FBARs. In this case, to maintain the BST to Si thickness ratio, the required BST thickness is modified to 500 nm, providing a slightly increased resonance frequency.

For a comparison, a non-composite FBAR is also simulated in a transmission line model using the acoustic parameters of BST and Pt and Au layers given in Table I. A
non-composite FBAR with a 1.2 µm thick layer of BST provides a fundamental resonance frequency of approximately 1.25 GHz with a $K_t^2$, $Q_s$ and $Q_p$ of 0.07, 160 and 210, respectively. Therefore, composite FBARs exhibit significantly higher $Q_s$ with reduced $K_t^2$ as compared to non-composite FBARs.

### 2.5.2 The Effect of FBAR Area on the Input Impedance

The area of an FBAR determines the impedance of the resonator. Figure 2.16 shows the resonance circles for the composite FBAR near the 4th resonance mode for various composite FBAR areas. This plot is obtained from the transmission line model with optimized BST and Si thicknesses for 4th resonance mode as discussed in the previous section. The lumped components in mBVD model shown in Figure 2.11, at a particular resonance mode is given in (2.3)-(2.6). As seen in (2.3) and (2.4), the $C_e$ and $C_m$ increase with the resonator area. Figure 2.17 shows the extracted $C_e$ and $C_m$ from the transmission line model as a function of FBAR area for the 4th resonance mode at 1.25 GHz. On the other hand, the $L_m$ and $R_m$ decrease with the resonator area as can be seen in (2.5) and (2.6). Figure 2.18 shows the extracted $L_m$ and $R_m$ from the transmission line model as a function of resonator area.

In FBAR filters, the optimum FBAR area depends on the desired filter specifications and port impedance. For example, for a higher out-of-band-rejection, smaller series and larger shunt FBARs are utilized in ladder type FBAR filters [3, 83]. On the other hand, a smaller $R_m$ is desired for low power consumption in FBAR based oscillators [101]. Therefore, the FBAR area should be large enough to provide a small $R_m$. However, the parasitic resistances, $R_s$, $R_p$, and $R_e$ shown in Figure 2.11 become more effective on the resonator $Q$ when $R_m$ is very small [30], degrading the performance of the FBAR. Hence,
an optimum FBAR area depends on the application and desired resonator performance. In this work, BST-on-Si composite FBARs with various areas are fabricated with optimum thicknesses determined in the previous section.

![Resonance circles for various FBAR areas](image)

**Figure 2.16:** The resonance circles for various FBAR areas

![C0 and Cm as a function of FBAR area](image)

**Figure 2.17:** The $C_0$ and $C_m$ as a function of FBAR area at 4th resonance mode
Figure 2.18: The $L_m$ and $R_m$ as a function of FBAR area at 4th resonance mode

2.6 BST-on-Si Composite FBAR Fabrication

Composite FBARs based on the BST-on-Si structure are fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. The SOI wafer has a 10 μm thick, (100)-oriented high resistivity Si device layer on top of a 0.6 μm thick buried oxide layer and a 500 μm thick Si handle layer as shown in Figure 2.19. The 10 μm thick device layer forms the Si membrane for the composite FBARs. The buried oxide is used as the etch-stop during the releasing step in the fabrication of composite FBARs.

Figure 2.19: The structure of the SOI wafer used in the fabrication of BST-on-Si composite FBARs
The device fabrication starts with growing a 200 nm thick layer of high quality SiO$_2$ on the SOI wafer. This SiO$_2$ layer serves as a buffer layer during the high temperature deposition of BST layer. A 40 nm of TiO$_2$ and a 150 nm layer of platinum (bottom electrode) are deposited on the SiO$_2$ layer. The bottom electrode is patterned by selectively etching the Pt. Approximately 500 nm BST is deposited on top of the bottom electrode by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at a substrate temperature of 650 °C under a partial oxygen pressure of 300 mT. Next, a 100 nm thick layer of platinum and a 100 nm thick layer of gold is deposited and patterned by e-beam evaporation and lift-off for the top electrode. The BST thin film is selectively etched using diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF). A 500 nm thick layer of gold is deposited for the probe contact pads. The silicon handle layer is etched away completely by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) from the back side of the wafer. Finally, the buried oxide layer is wet etched to fully release the device. The fabrication steps for the BST-on-Si composite FBARs are illustrated in Figure 2.20. The detailed recipes for each step are given in Appendix A.

Figure 2.20: The fabrication steps for BST-on-Si composite FBARs.
2.7 BST-on-Si Composite FBAR Measurement Results

The fabricated composite FBARs are measured with a ground-signal-ground (GSG) RF probe using an Agilent E8364C PNA network analyzer. The DC bias voltage ($V_{dc}$) is applied through the measurement port using a bias tee. A photograph of a measured device with an area of 60 µm × 80 µm is shown in Figure 2.21.

![Figure 2.21: Microscope photograph of measured composite FBAR with an area of 80µm × 60µm](image)

During the measurement, the bias voltage is increased gradually from 0 V to 25 V until the input impedance no longer varies with the bias voltage due to the saturation of the voltage-induced electric polarization in the BST layer [78]. The measured input impedance ($Z_{in}$) and reflection coefficient ($S_{11}$) for a high-$Q$ intrinsically switchable composite FBAR are shown in Figure 2.22. As seen in Figure 2.22, no acoustic resonance mode is observed at 0 V dc bias; therefore, there is no electromechanical transduction. Strong acoustic resonance modes appear with the application of the dc bias voltage (e.g $V_{dc}=25$V) due to electrostriction in the BST layer, clearly demonstrating the bias dependent switchable BST thin film resonators.
To evaluate the accuracy of the transmission line model used in the design procedure, the input impedance of a measured device at 25 V dc bias is compared with the input impedance obtained from the transmission line model and shown in Figure 2.23. The measured resonance frequencies are slightly lower than those obtained from the transmission line model. This can be attributed to small deviations in the thicknesses of the fabricated device.

Figure 2.22: Measured magnitude of (a) $S_{11}$ and (b) input impedance of a composite FBAR for 0 V and 25 V dc bias
Figure 2.23: The comparison of input impedance vs. frequency between measurement results and transmission line model

The differences between the measurement and transmission line model results are attributed to effects that cannot be simulated in transmission line model, such as the spurious resonances, the acoustic energy leakage in the lateral direction and the substrate [102], as well as the area effect (edge effect) [100]. For example, there is degradation in the measured resonance response near parallel resonance frequencies of 3rd and 5th resonance modes due to spurious resonances. The tolerance in the thicknesses of the fabricated device also contributes to the disagreement between the measurement and the transmission line model. Overall, the results obtained by the transmission line model agree with the measurement results.

As expected from the transmission line model, the highest $Q$ is obtained at the 4th resonance mode. The measured resonance frequency ($f_s$) at the 4th resonance mode is 1.28 GHz. The $K_t^2$, $Q_s$ and $Q_p$ at 4th resonance mode are calculated to be 0.0085, 552 and 802, respectively, using (2.1) and (2.2), and given in Table 2.3. To the best of authors’ knowledge, these $Q$s represent the highest reported values for BST based BAW resonators.
The mBVD model parameters, shown in Figure 2.11 are also provided to better evaluate and understand the device behavior and various loss mechanisms in the device. The extracted mBVD lumped element values and calculated $K_t^2$ and $Q_s$ at the 4th resonance mode are given in Table 2.3. The complex impedance values based on the mBVD model and measurement results near the 4th resonance mode are compared on the Smith chart as seen in Figure 2.24.

Table 2.3 The mBVD model parameters, $K_t^2$, and $Q_s$ at 4th resonance mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_e$</td>
<td>10 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_m$</td>
<td>83.3 fF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_m$</td>
<td>185 nH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_m$</td>
<td>1.8 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_e$</td>
<td>0.05 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$</td>
<td>0.9 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_p$</td>
<td>2500 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_t^2$</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_s$</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_p$</td>
<td>802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.24: Comparison of measurement and mBVD model fitting results
The mBVD model at the 4th resonance mode can be utilized in the design of a low-phase-noise oscillator. The required transconductance ($g_m$) in the active device used in oscillator is proportional to the value of $R_m$; therefore, a small value for $R_m$ (1.8 $\Omega$ as seen in Table 2.3) can significantly reduce the power consumption of the oscillator [101]. The advantage associated with the voltage controlled switchable high-$Q$ resonance response and the low motional resistance make these resonators very suitable in the design of low power consumption, low-phase noise oscillators in future application of frequency-agile communication systems.

Along with the 4th resonance mode, the 5th and 6th modes also exhibit a good resonance performance in terms of $Kr^2$ and $Q$. In most of the measured FBARs, the largest $Kr^2Q$ product and largest $Kr^2$ are obtained at the 5th and 6th resonance modes. Since $Kr^2Q$ is the most important figure in electrically connected FBAR filters, in Chapter 3, the 5th resonance mode of the composite FBARs fabricated on the same chip with the ones presented in this chapter is utilized in the design of an electrically connected filter.

2.8 Conclusion

A high-$Q$ BST based composite FBAR is demonstrated by introducing a low loss single crystalline Si to the FBAR structure. The measured intrinsically switchable FBARs exhibited $Q$s over 800 with a $Kr^2$ of 0.0085. The highest $Q$ resonance mode for the intrinsically switchable composite FBARs, such as the one demonstrated in this chapter, is intended for frequency-agile low-phase noise oscillators.
Chapter 3

A 1.5 Stage Intrinsically Switchable, Ladder Type Electrically Connected Filter Based on BST-on-Si Composite Structure

3.1 Introduction

Electrically connected film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) filters are the most common type of bulk acoustic wave (BAW) filters used at RF frequencies and extensively used in duplexers for today’s mobile phones. By providing steep filter skirts and low insertion loss, electrically connected filters meet the stringent requirements of mobile phone duplexers and occupy a much smaller area as compared to ceramic filters [84].

This chapter discusses the intrinsically switchable ladder type electrically connected filters based on BST-on-Si composite structures. BST’s strong voltage induced piezoelectricity at the paraelectric phase is exploited to make these filters switchable. The intrinsically switchable filters discussed in this chapter have the potential for use in
complex multiband and frequency-agile communication systems. The filters utilize the composite FBARs that have the same thicknesses with the composite FBARs discussed in Chapter 2.

This chapter is organized as follows: first, the operation principle and design considerations for ladder type electrically connected filters are discussed; then, a 1.5 stage intrinsically switchable ladder type electrically connected filter design is presented; finally the measurement results for a fabricated electrically connected ladder type filter are presented.

3.2 Ladder Type Electrically Connected Filters

3.2.1 Operation Principle

The electrically connected ladder type FBAR filters consist of cascaded series-shunt connected FBAR stages as shown in Figure 3.1. Filter order is determined by the number of stages in the filter. For example, a filter with six FBARs is called a 3-stage or a 3-3 ladder type electrically connected filter [84].

![Figure 3.1: The schematic for the electrically connected ladder type filters](image)
The operation principle of an FBAR filter can be explained by using a typical 1-port composite FBAR impedance response near a resonance mode shown in Figure 3.2. Each composite FBAR exhibits a series and a shunt resonance mode \((f_s \text{ and } f_p)\). The shunt connected FBARs, shown in Figure 3.1, operate at a slightly lower resonance frequency than the resonance frequency of the series connected FBARs. Therefore, shunt FBAR’s parallel resonance frequency is approximately equal to the series resonance frequency of the series connected FBARs (Figure 3.2). With this configuration, one can obtain a minimum insertion between input and output ports, creating a pass band response near the series and the parallel resonance frequencies \((f_{s\text{series}} \text{ and } f_{p\text{shunt}})\) of the series and shunt connected FBARs, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.2. This is because, in the pass-band, series FBARs exhibit very low impedance between input and output ports, and the shunt FBARs exhibits very high impedance to the ground (Figure 3.2), providing a low impedance path between input and output ports of the filter.

Since the RF signal is bypassed to ground due to the small impedance of the shunt FBARs at \(f_{p\text{shunt}}\), a transmission zero is created at a slightly lower frequency from the lower edge of the filter’s pass-band (at \(f_{p\text{shunt}}\)) as shown in Figure 3.2. Similarly, the high impedance of the series connected FBARs at \(f_{p\text{series}}\) prevents the RF signal from reaching the output port at the parallel resonance frequency of the series connected FBARs (at \(f_{p\text{series}}\)). This creates a second transmission zero at a slightly higher frequency of the upper edge of the filter pass-band. These two transmission zeros significantly increase the steepness of both the upper and lower filter skirts. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the steepness performance of electrically connected FBAR filters is directly related to each FBAR’s figure of merit (FOM) discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 3.2: An FBAR filter response based on ladder type connected FBARs

The out-of-band rejection for ladder type filters is dependent on the number of stages (series-shunt FBARs) in the filter. Larger number of stages provides higher out-of-band rejection performance at the cost of increased chip area. Another way of increasing the out-of-band rejection level is to utilize larger shunt and smaller series FBARs. This is because each FBAR in the ladder type filter configuration, shown in Figure 3.1, is essentially a capacitor at out-of-band frequencies, creating a ladder type capacitive network. In this network, the higher impedance for the series capacitors and lower impedance for shunt capacitors, respectively, provide a larger isolation between input and
output ports. Manipulating the FBAR areas and increasing the number of stages in tandem is a common practice to improve the out-of-band rejection level for FBAR filters.

The ladder type electrically connected filters can also be implemented using a balanced configuration as shown in Figure 3.3. The balanced FBAR filters exhibit lower bandwidth as compared to unbalanced filters, however, balanced FBAR filters are desired in ICs where balanced amplifiers are utilized [84].

![Figure 3.3: Schematic for a balanced ladder type electrically connected FBAR filters](image.png)

### 3.2.2 Design Considerations

An FBAR’s impedance becomes purely resistive at the series and parallel resonance frequencies ($f_s$ and $f_p$) defined as $R_{fs}$ and $R_{fp}$ at $f_s$ and $f_p$, respectively. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The filter’s insertion loss and roll-off performance (steepness of skirts) is strongly dependent on the $R_{fs}$ and $R_{fp}$ of the FBARs used in the filters [51, 84, 91, 103]. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, a filter’s insertion loss is determined by the impedances at the series resonance frequency of the series FBARs ($f_{s,series}$) and parallel resonance frequency of the shunt FBARs ($f_{p,shunt}$); therefore, providing smaller $R_{fs}$ and larger $R_{fp}$ values for series and shunt FBARs is a key requirement for obtaining a low insertion loss.

The filter’s skirt steepness is also dependent on $R_{fs}$ and $R_{fp}$ of the FBARs. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, a smaller $R_{fs}$ for the shunt FBARs at $f_{p,shunt}$ provides steeper filter skirt
below the pass band. Similarly, a larger $R_{fp}$ for the series FBARs at $f_{series}$ provides a steeper filter skirt above the pass band. Therefore, for a good filter performance in terms of insertion loss and steepness of the skirt, smaller $R_{fs}$ and larger $R_{fp}$ values are highly desirable in the FBARs used in electrically connected filters.

The values of $R_{fs}$ and $R_{fp}$ are directly related to the size of resonance circles of the FBARs on Smith chart. The resonance circle size increases and approaches to the edge of the Smith chart with increasing $K_{r2}Q$ product as discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2 shows the resonance circles, obtained from the transmission line model, for various $K_{r2}Q$ products. The extracted $R_{fs}$ and $R_{fp}$ from the FBAR impedance response for as a function of $K_{r2}Q$ product is shown in Figure 2.10. As can be seen in Figure 2.10, smaller $R_{fs}$ and larger $R_{fp}$ are obtained with larger $K_{r2}Q$ product. This shows that the $K_{r2}Q$ product for the FBARs is needed to be as high as possible for a good filter performance in terms of insertion loss and skirt steepness.

### 3.3 A 1.5 Stage Intrinsically Switchable Electrically Connected Filter Based on BST-on-Si Composite Structure

The intrinsically switchable FBARs based on BST-on-Si composite structure are already discussed in Chapter 2. In this section, a 1.5 stage electrically connected ladder type filter is designed using these composite FBARs. A higher order resonance mode that exhibits the largest $K_{r2}Q$ product is utilized to obtain a good filter performance in terms of insertion loss and skirt steepness. Based on the measurement results for composite FBARs, 5th and 6th resonance modes provide the largest $K_{r2}Q$ and $K_{r2}$ values, respectively. Therefore, the 5th resonance mode was chosen when designing intrinsically switchable electrically connected FBAR filters.
The schematic and bias configuration for the 1.5 stage intrinsically switchable ladder type electrically connected filter is shown in Figure 3.4. The filter consists of a shunt composite FBAR connected in between two series composite FBARs (Figure 3.4). Each composite FBAR needs to be biased, due to their voltage induced piezoelectric effect. To switch the filter on & off, a DC bias is applied between the top and the bottom electrodes (across BST layer) of each composite FBAR in the filter. A DC bias voltage connected at the middle point in the schematic can bias all the FBARs as shown in Figure 3.4. This bias point corresponds to the bottom electrodes for the FBARs in the fabricated filters. The DC bias voltage is applied through a high resistivity bias line to prevent RF leakage. The top electrodes of the series FBARs are connected to the input and output ports of the filter. At the same time, they are grounded through the bias tees connected at the input and output ports as shown in Figure 3.4. The top electrode of the shunt FBAR is connected to RF ground as shown in Figure 3.4.

To predict the filter performance, the electric impedance of series and shunt composite FBARs (\(Z_{\text{series}}\) and \(Z_{\text{shunt}}\)) shown in Figure 3.4 is simulated using the 1-D acoustic transmission line model discussed in Chapter 2. Then, filter insertion loss and return loss is calculated by determining the ABCD network parameters using \(Z_{\text{series}}\) and \(Z_{\text{shunt}}\) in Figure 3.4, and converting to S-parameters. ABCD parameters for the filter shown in Figure 3.4 are calculated using (3.1)-(3.4) [104]. The return-loss \((S_{11})\) and insertion-loss \((S_{21})\) of the filter, for a 50 \(\Omega\) port impedance can be calculated from the ABCD parameters using (3.5)-(3.7) [104]. The matlab codes for calculating the resonator impedances (\(Z_{\text{series}}\) and \(Z_{\text{shunt}}\)), the ABCD matrix and the S-parameters \((S_{11} \text{ and } S_{21})\) are given in Appendix B.
Figure 3.4: Schematic for an intrinsically switchable 1.5 stage ladder type electrically connected filter. $Z_{\text{series}}$ and $Z_{\text{shunt}}$ represents the electric impedance of series and shunt resonators, respectively

$$A = 1 + \frac{Z_{\text{series}}}{Z_{\text{shunt}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$$B = 2Z_{\text{series}} + \left(\frac{Z_{\text{series}}}{Z_{\text{shunt}}}\right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

$$C = \frac{1}{Z_{\text{shunt}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

$$D = 1 + \frac{Z_{\text{series}}}{Z_{\text{shunt}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

$$\Delta = A + \frac{B}{50} + C \cdot 50 + D$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

$$S_{11} = \frac{A + \frac{B}{50} - C \cdot 50 - D}{\Delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)
Based on transmission line model simulations above, the series and shunt FBARs with areas of $1050 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$ and $2300 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$, respectively, are chosen for the filter. In these simulations the resonance frequency of the shunt composite FBARs are slightly reduced by increasing the thickness of the top gold (Au) layer by 20 nm. The input impedance for the series and shunt FBARs is shown in Figure 3.5 (a). The filter’s simulated return loss and insertion loss are shown in Figure 3.5 (b) at 5th resonance mode with a center frequency of 1.67 GHz. During the fabrication of these filters, a separate deposition and lift-off step is needed to add a 20 nm thick layer of Au on the shunt composite FBARs.

As shown in Figure 3.5, the predicted filter insertion loss and return loss are 2.5 dB and 18 dB, respectively. The simulated dB bandwidth (BW) is approximately 11 MHz (0.66 %). The filters are fabricated on the same chip with the intrinsically switchable BST-on-Si composite FBARs presented in Chapter 2. Therefore, the fabrication steps are exactly the same as those of composite FBARs shown in Figure 2.20.
Figure 3.5: (a) Simulated input impedance for series and shunt FBARs, (b) Simulated insertion loss and return loss for the filter. Simulations are performed at 5th resonance mode.

### 3.4 Measurement Results

Figure 3.6 shows a microphotograph of a fabricated intrinsically switchable 1.5 stage ladder type electrically connected filter based on a BST-on-Si composite structure. The fabricated filters are measured with Cascade Microtech’s 150 μm pitch size ground-
signal-ground (GSG) RF probes using an Agilent E8364C PNA network analyzer. The measurement setup is calibrated using short-open-load-thru (SOLT) calibration standards on a Cascade Microtech’s impedance standard substrate (ISS). During the measurement, the DC bias voltage \( V_{dc} \) is applied to the bottom electrode through a high resistance bias line. The top electrodes for the series FBARs are connected to a DC ground using bias tees at the ports. The bias voltage is increased gradually from 0 V to 30 V until the input impedance no longer varies with the bias voltage due to the saturation of the voltage-induced electric polarization in the BST layer [78]. Further increase in the DC bias voltage after saturation (e.g. 40 V) may result in dielectric breakdown. It should be noted that the breakdown voltage depends on the BST thickness. The measured BST thickness near a measured filter was approximately 550 nm.

The measured return loss and insertion loss of a device for 0 V (off) and 30 V (on) DC bias is shown in Figure 3.7. Since the piezoelectric coefficient is zero, there is no electromechanical transduction at 0 V dc bias. Therefore, the device acts as a capacitive tee network exhibiting the insertion loss and return loss response as shown in Figure 3.7 (a). Approximately 15 dB isolation is obtained between the input and output ports with 0 V DC bias.

The electromechanical transduction turns with the application of DC bias voltage due to voltage induced piezoelectric effect. The measured filter response at the 5\(^{th}\) resonance mode is shown in Figure 3.7 (b) for 30 V dc bias. The measured insertion loss and return loss of the filter are 4.5 dB and more than 15 dB in the pass band, respectively. The filter’s 3dB bandwidth is 9 MHz (0.56 %) and out-of-band rejection level is approximately 8 dB.
The filter’s center frequency is slightly lower than that of simulated filter response shown in Figure 3.5 (b). This is attributed to tolerance in the thicknesses of the fabricated device and inaccuracy of the acoustic properties used in the model. The filter’s insertion loss and 3dB BW are also slightly reduced as compared to simulation results. This can be attributed to difference in $Q$, $K^2$ and resonance frequency of the simulated and measured FBARs.

Figure 3.6: The microscope photo of a measured intrinsically switchable 1.5 stage ladder type electrically connected filter based on BST-on-Si composite structure

The wide band insertion loss of the filter is shown in Figure 3.8. As expected, the 5th resonance mode exhibits the best filter response, in terms of insertion loss.
Figure 3.7: The measured return loss and insertion loss for (a) 30 V DC bias (filter is on), and (b) 0 V DC bias (filter is off)
Figure 3.8: Wide band measured insertion loss of the filter

3.5 Conclusion

An intrinsically switchable ladder type electrically connected filter is demonstrated utilizing BST-on-Si composite structure. The choice of appropriate mode of operation for the composite FBARs is discussed by detailed explanation on the operation principles and design considerations in electrically connected filters.
Chapter 4

An Intrinsically Switchable, Laterally Coupled Acoustic Filter Based on BST-on-Si Composite Structure

4.1 Introduction

BAW filters are classified as electrically or acoustically coupled based on the type of coupling between the resonators used in the filters. The electrically connected filters are the most commonly available BAW filters used in RF applications and were discussed in detail in Chapter 3. This chapter describes operating principles and structures for the acoustically coupled filters. Particularly, the intrinsically switchable laterally coupled acoustic filters based on BST-on-Si composite structure are described in detail, and the measurement results for such filters are presented in this chapter.

In acoustically coupled filters, the resonators are coupled either vertically or laterally depending on the resonator structure [84, 105]. In vertically coupled filters, the resonators are stacked on top of each other such that the acoustic coupling is perpendicular to resonator surfaces. Stacked crystal filters (SCFs) and coupled resonator filters (CRFs) are examples of vertically coupled acoustic filters [84, 106-109]. In laterally coupled acoustic filters, the resonators are fabricated on the same plane, and are separated by a gap between the electrodes. In such filters, the acoustic coupling takes place in lateral
direction parallel to the resonator surfaces. Monolithic crystal filters (MCF) are one of the first BAW filters to utilize lateral coupling and have been used since 1960s for various applications such as intermediate frequency (IF) filters in radios [110-112]. The quartz crystals have been the material of choice in traditional MCFs.

Recently, laterally acoustically coupled filters have been implemented using thin film piezoelectric materials, such as AlN and zinc oxide (ZnO) [105, 113-117]. Due to their much thinner thicknesses, thin film laterally coupled acoustic filters operates at much higher frequencies as compared to MCFs, making them suitable for the RF & microwave applications.

This chapter presents the thin film intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filters based on BST-on-Si composite structure. First, detailed description of vertically acoustically coupled and laterally acoustically coupled filters is provided. A lumped element model that represents the laterally acoustically coupled filters is given. Subsequently, the effect of device geometry on the performance of the intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filters is studied using finite element simulations. Finally, the fabrication steps and measurement results for intrinsically switchable laterally coupled acoustic filters are presented.

4.1.1 Vertically-Coupled-Acoustic Filters

Vertically coupled acoustic filters consist of multiple resonators stacked on top of each other. There are two types of vertically coupled filters: stacked crystal filters and coupled resonator filters [84, 107, 108]. The two-resonator (one-pole) stacked crystal filter configuration is shown in Figure 4.1. The input and output ports are connected to the top and the bottom electrodes. The electrode shared between the top and the bottom
piezoelectric layers serves as an electrical ground. The RF signal applied between the top and the middle electrodes excites an acoustic wave via the inverse piezoelectric effect within the top piezoelectric layer. The acoustic wave then propagates to the bottom resonator where the bottom electrode surface acts as an acoustic reflector. Therefore, an acoustic cavity is created by the top and bottom electrode-air interfaces.

Figure 4.1: A one-pole stacked crystal filter configuration [84, 107, 108].

The acoustic wave is converted into RF signal by the bottom resonator via the direct piezoelectric effect. This structure provides a one-pole narrowband band-pass filter response. The intensity of coupling between electric and acoustic energy is a function of the piezoelectric coefficient (electromechanical coupling coefficient of the piezoelectric layer) as well as the acoustic displacement across the piezoelectric layers. Since a half-wavelength acoustic displacement provides the largest electromechanical coupling in a transduction layer, the stacked crystal filters exhibit the widest bandwidth at the 2nd resonance mode where the overall resonator structure is one acoustic wavelength thick [84]. Figure 4.2 shows the acoustic displacement across piezoelectric layers at the fundamental and second resonance modes.
Filter order can be increased by connecting multiple 1-pole SCFs in series. Figure 4.3 shows a two-pole SCF which consists of two series connected one-pole SCFs [84, 107, 108].

Another type of vertically acoustically coupled filter is a coupled resonator filter (CRF). In CRFs, coupling layers are introduced between the top and the bottom resonators as shown in Figure 4.4. The coupling layers reduce the acoustic coupling between top and bottom resonators such that the top and bottom resonators perform as two independent resonators. Such a structure can provide a two-pole filter response by controlling the thicknesses of the coupling layers. Similar to stacked crystal filters,
connecting 2 CRFs in series increases the filters order. Figure 4.4 shows a two-pole (a) and a four-pole (b) coupled resonator filter configurations.

Figure 4.4: a) two-pole and b) four-pole coupled resonator filter configurations.

4.1.2 Laterally-Coupled-Acoustic Filters

In laterally coupled acoustic filters, the resonators are coupled in a direction perpendicular to the electrode surfaces. The traditional quartz based monolithic crystal filters (MCFs) utilize acoustic coupling in lateral direction and are employed in thin film laterally acoustically coupled filters operating at RF frequencies [115, 118].

MCFs utilize lamb waves, which are horizontally propagating thickness extensional (TE) or thickness shear (TS) plate waves [105, 113, 114, 116, 117]. There exist symmetric and anti-symmetric lamb waves for a stack of layers [105, 116, 117]. Figure 4.5 illustrates the typical acoustic displacement for symmetric and anti-symmetric lamb waves utilized in a two-resonator monolithic crystal filter. The resonance frequencies of the symmetric and anti-symmetric lamb wave modes are close enough that by carefully patterning the electrodes with appropriate layer thicknesses, a coupled resonator filter can be designed. It should be noted that the plate waves (or lamb waves) utilized in the MCFs
are usually accepted as spurious modes in FBAR resonators and filters discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 [84].

The operation of MCFs can be explained by dividing the MCF structure into three regions as shown in Figure 4.5. The RF signal at the input port (region 1) excites a lamb wave mode (symmetric and ant-symmetric) acoustic wave through the inverse piezoelectric effect of the piezoelectric layer (e.g. quartz crystal). A standing wave is established between the surfaces of the top and the bottom electrodes due to air-electrode boundaries. Since the resonance frequencies of region 1 and region 2 are different, the standing wave excited at the input resonator (region 1) becomes evanescent at region 2 and cannot propagate into region 3. However, the acoustic energy couples into region 2 with an exponential decay, and excites the output resonator [110, 111]. The acoustic wave at the output resonator is then converted back to RF signal via the direct piezoelectric effect of quartz crystal.

For the symmetric lamb wave mode, the acoustic wave at the input and output resonators are in-phase. However, there is a 180° phase difference between the input and output ports (out-of-phase) for the anti-symmetric lamb-wave mode as shown in Figure 4.5.

In MCFs, the extent to which acoustic energy is transmitted from the input to the output port is related to the amount of exponential decay in region 2 [110, 111]. The exponential decay in region 2 is a function of the difference between the resonance frequencies of regions 1, 3 and region 2 (plate-back), the separation between electrodes and the lateral geometry of the electrodes [110, 111]. Therefore, inter-resonator coupling can be controlled by carefully designing the MCF geometry.
Figure 4.5: A traditional two-resonator monolithic crystal filter. Symmetric and anti-symmetric lamb wave modes are shown as a function of lateral dimension ($x$)

The thin film laterally coupled acoustic filters that were recently demonstrated at RF frequencies are similar to MCFs except they use thinner layer of piezoelectric materials like AlN. The thin film laterally coupled acoustic filters are fabricated on low-loss substrates such as single-crystalline silicon using thin film deposition techniques. Figure 4.6 illustrates the most common configurations for thin film laterally coupled acoustic filters.
The thin film laterally coupled acoustic filters can also be implemented using a composite structure [115-118]. The intrinsically switchable acoustically coupled filters discussed in this chapter are based on the BST-on-Si composite structure that is similar to composite FBARs explained in Chapter 2. The following sections present the structure, modeling, simulation results, fabrication steps and measurement results for intrinsically switchable BST-on-Si laterally coupled acoustic.

### 4.1.3 Intrinsically Switchable Laterally Coupled Acoustic Filters based on BST-on-Si structure

Thin film ferroelectric BST along with the top and the bottom electrodes are deposited on a (100)-oriented single crystalline high resistivity, low-loss Si membrane. Because of the BST’s voltage induced piezoelectric effect, the filters can be controlled with the application of DC bias voltage. The low mechanical loss Si layer in the composite structure is expected to increase the $Q$ of the resonators in the filter. At the same time,
such devices are mechanically robust and less susceptible to stress related deformations. Similar to the composite FBARs, the laterally coupled acoustic filters presented in this chapter should operate at higher order modes to achieve large electromechanical couplings.

It has been reported that interdigitated electrode configuration can improve the performance of thin film laterally acoustically coupled filters by providing an increased bandwidth and reduced spurious modes [113, 115-117]. Figure 4.7 shows the 3-D and cross-sectional view of a laterally acoustically coupled filter based on BST-on-Si composite structure. A DC bias is applied along with RF an signal to turn on the electromechanical transduction via voltage induced piezoelectric effect.

The filters discussed in this chapter are fabricated on a 5 µm thick Si membrane. The thickness of the BST layer is determined using the 1-D acoustic transmission line model discussed in Chapter 2. Based on 1-D acoustic transmission line model, a 2.5 µm thick BST is chosen to provide a large $K_r^2$ at the second resonance mode with a resonance frequency of approximately 750 MHz. The thicknesses of the stacked layers shown in Figure 4.7 are given in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Electrode (Pt)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Electrode (Pt)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 The thicknesses of the stacked layers in BST-on-Si composite structure
Figure 4.7: (a) 3-D and (b) cross-sectional view of acoustically coupled filters with interdigitated top electrodes

After determining the optimum thicknesses of Si membrane and BST transduction layer, the effect of lateral geometry on the filter performance is studied using commercially available FEM simulation software. This will be discussed later in this chapter; however, before discussing the FEM simulation results, the typical electrical response and a lumped element model for laterally coupled acoustic filters is described for better understanding of the filter characteristics. The following section discusses the lumped element model that was originally used in traditional MCFs. The same model is also used for thin film laterally coupled acoustic filters [117].
4.2 Lumped Element Model and Electrical Response for Laterally Coupled Acoustic Filters

The mBVD model shown in Figure 4.8 (a) is used to represent BAW resonators such as the composite FBARs discussed in Chapter 2. By using a suitable coupling element, two mBVD circuits can be used to model laterally coupled acoustic filters discussed in previous sections [110, 112]. The mechanical motion or vibrating mass of a resonance structure is electrically equivalent to an inductor. Since the coupling between resonators in laterally acoustically coupled filters is via the mechanical motion at the region between the resonators, the inter-resonator coupling can be represented by two coupled inductors (transformer) [112]. Therefore, the two mBVD circuits can be coupled through a transformer as shown in Figure 4.8 (b), providing a lumped element model for the laterally acoustically coupled filters. The amount of inter-resonator coupling can be controlled by the mutual inductance \( M \) in Figure 4.8 (b). To further simplify the model, the transformer shown in Figure 4.8 (b) can be replaced with an inductive T-equivalent circuit with element values that include the effect of the mutual inductance [111]. Figure 4.9 shows the simplified laterally acoustically coupled filter lumped element model. This model can be used to analyze the filter electrical response and distinguish the effect of various loss mechanisms on its performance. In Figure 4.9, the \( R_m \) in combination with \( L_m \) and \( C_m \) represents the mechanical Q at each resonator. The \( C_e \) represents the parallel plate capacitance formed by the electrodes and the transduction layer (BST). The resistors \( R_p \), \( R_s \), and \( R_e \) account for electrical losses. The \( R_s \) represents the resistive losses associated with electrodes, and the \( R_e \) and the \( R_p \) represent the dielectric losses associated with the transduction layer. The \( C_f \) represents the feed-thru capacitance between
resonators and it is usually much smaller than the static capacitance of the resonators ($C_f \ll C_e$).

![Figure 4.8: Lumped element models for (a) a single resonator and (b) a filter with acoustically coupled resonators](image)

![Figure 4.9: Lumped element model for the laterally coupled acoustic filter. The inter-resonator coupling is represented by inductive-T.](image)
The amount of acoustic coupling between the resonators is quantified by the inter-resonator coupling coefficient \( k \) and is related to the mutual inductance in the lumped element model by the following formula [111]:

\[
k = \frac{M}{\sqrt{L_m L_n}} = \frac{M}{L_m}. \tag{4.1}
\]

Using the model shown in Figure 4.9, typical insertion loss \( (S_{21}) \), return loss \( (S_{11}) \) and short circuit input admittance \( (Y_{11}) \) plots for a laterally acoustically coupled filter are shown in Figure 4.10. The inter-resonator coupling coefficient given in (4.1) can be calculated from the filter’s electrical response as follows [110, 111]:

\[
k = \frac{2(f_b - f_a)}{(f_b + f_a)} \tag{4.2}
\]

where \( f_a \) and \( f_b \) are the frequencies that correspond to peaks of the \( |Y_{11}| \) as shown in Figure 4.10.

In acoustically coupled filters the inter-resonator coupling coefficient \( k \) is used to control the filter bandwidth (BW) and insertion loss characteristic such as in-band ripple level. Resonators can be under coupled, critically coupled or over coupled as shown in Figure 4.11 [84]. If the resonators are under coupled, a larger insertion loss and narrower bandwidth is obtained [84]. If they are over coupled, the filter’s BW increases; however, filter’s in-band response is degraded in terms of its flatness of the insertion loss and group delay [84]. Usually, filter geometry is optimized for critical coupling to obtain a flat insertion loss and group delay. The optimum inter-resonator coupling coefficient \( k \) depends on the desired filter response, input and output port impedances as well as resonator \( Q_s \).
Figure 4.10: A typical electrical response for a laterally acoustically coupled filter. From top to bottom, plots are $S_{21}$, $S_{11}$ and $Y_{11}$, respectively.
The lumped element model for acoustically coupled filters shown in Figure 4.11 can be converted into a general ladder type band-pass filter prototype circuit using suitable transformations [110, 112]. MCF designers have been utilizing the lumped element model with suitable transformations to design MCF’s geometry for a desired electrical response. This is very practical when designing quartz based MCFs; because bulk quartz crystal is very well-characterized material in terms of its acoustic and piezoelectric properties. However, the thin film ferroelectric BST’s acoustic and piezoelectric properties have not been fully characterized. Furthermore, these properties are dependent on the deposition conditions for the thin films. Therefore, in this work, the lumped element model discussed above is primarily used for understanding the typical filter electrical response and analyzing the measurement results.
An important advantage of acoustically coupled filters is their larger out of band rejection level as compared to electrically connected filters (FBAR filters). This is due to very-high isolation between input and output ports in acoustically coupled filters. Figure 4.12 shows the resonator configurations for a 1.5 stage (3 resonators) ladder type electrically connected filter (FBAR filter) and a two resonator laterally acoustically coupled filter. The acoustic coupling between the resonators is represented by an inter-resonator coupling coefficient \( k \) as shown Figure 4.12 (b). The resonators in both electrically connected and acoustically coupled filters are essentially parallel plate capacitors at the frequencies away from the resonance frequencies. Therefore, the electrically connected and laterally acoustically coupled filters shown Figure 4.12 (a), (c) can be represented by capacitive-T and capacitive-\( \pi \) circuits as shown in Figure 4.12 (b) and (d), respectively. Note that, it is assumed that the resonators have the same parallel plate capacitance \( C_e \) in Figure 4.12 (c) and (d), for the sake of simplicity.

As shown in Figure 4.12 (b), there is a direct path between input and output ports of the electrically connected filter through the parallel plate capacitance \( C_e \) of the resonators. On the other hand, for laterally acoustically coupled filter, the RF signal path between the input and output port is through the feed-thru capacitance \( C_f \) which is much smaller than the parallel plate capacitance \( C_e \) of the resonators. Therefore, the isolation between input and output ports is much higher in acoustically coupled filters as compared to electrical connected filters.
4.3 Study of Geometry Effects on the Laterally Coupled Acoustic Filters Using FEM Simulations

The performance of the laterally acoustically coupled filters strongly depends on the filter geometry [105, 113]. For example, in the composite filters, the thicknesses for the BST and Si layers should be chosen carefully for a large effective electromechanical coupling which is very important for obtaining a good filter performance [116, 117]. At the same time, lateral geometry parameters including the electrode width (W), the separation between electrodes (g) and the number of fingers for the interdigitated electrodes affect the inter-resonator coupling coefficient (k) and filter’s electric response. The thicknesses for the layers of BST-on-Si composite structure can be chosen using a 1-D acoustic transmission line model. These filters are fabricated on a 5 µm thick Si membrane; therefore the BST thickness is chosen to achieve a high electromechanical coupling at the 2nd resonance mode using the 1-D acoustic transmission line model. Table 4.1 shows the layer thicknesses used in the intrinsically switchable laterally coupled acoustic filter shown in Figure 4.7.
The effect of device’s lateral geometry on the filter performance cannot be studied using the 1-D transmission line model which is discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore, commercially available finite element methods (FEM) simulation software is used for this purpose. In this work, Comsol 4.2 multi-physics simulation software (Comsol Inc, Burlington, MA) is used to predict the filter performance.

4.3.1 Simulation Setup

The simulated filter is a two-dimensional (2-D) structure as shown in Figure 4.13. Comsol’s 2-D pizeoelectric device (pzd) physics module is used to simulate the filter performance. The 2-D simulation is preferred to 3-D simulation for saving the time and computing resources. Since the structure is simulated in 2-D, only the effect of cross-sectional lateral geometry parameters, i.e. electrode width (W), the separation between electrodes (g), and number of fingers, are studied. The effect of electrode length on the inter-resonator coupling coefficient (k) cannot be simulated; however its effect on the impedance of the resonators is accounted in the Comsol simulations. To obtain accurate and reliable results, the structure is meshed with a minimum of 10 mesh elements per wavelength at the highest simulated frequency.

Figure 4.13: The laterally acoustically coupled filter structure simulated in Comsol
In the simulations, the BST layer is considered as a piezoelectric layer with piezoelectric coefficients being independent of electric field. Therefore, the electrostrictive property of BST is not simulated. The BST layer is modeled with Comsol’s piezoelectric material model using the strain-charge form for the coupled piezoelectric equations. The strain-charge form piezoelectric constitutive equations given in Chapter 1 are again given in (4.3).

\[
S = s_T T + d^T E \\
D = d T + e_T E 
\]  
(4.3)

In (4.3), for the compliance matrix for BST, bulk BTO’s compliance matrix that is available in Comsol’s material library has been used with some slight modifications. To decrease the spurious mode excitation in the simulations, all the values in the piezoelectric coupling matrix (d) except \( d_{33} \) are set to zero. The \( d_{33} \) is determined based on measured BST BAWs for maximum applied DC bias voltage. The BST layer’s piezoelectric and compliance matrix used in the Comsol simulations are given in (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.

\[
d = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 2e^{-11} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad \text{(C / N)} 
\]  
(4.4)

\[
s_e = \begin{bmatrix}
1.00e^{-11} & -0.27e^{-11} & -0.27e^{-11} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-0.27e^{-11} & 1.00e^{-11} & -0.27e^{-11} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-0.27e^{-11} & -0.27e^{-11} & 1.00e^{-11} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1.80e^{-11} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1.80e^{-11} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1.80e^{-11} \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad \text{(1 / Pa)} 
\]  
(4.5)
The Si membrane, the Pt electrodes and the SiO$_2$ buffer layer are modeled using Comsol’s linear elastic model. The Si and Pt layers are considered to be un-isotropic with elasticity matrices shown in (4.6) and (4.7), respectively. The SiO$_2$ layer is considered to be isotropic with density ($\rho$), Young’s modulus ($E$) and Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$) of 2200 kg/m$^3$, 70 GPa and 0.17, respectively.

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
194.5 & 35.7 & 64.1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
35.7 & 194.5 & 64.1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
64.1 & 64.1 & 165.7 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 79.6 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 79.6 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 50.9 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (4.6)

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
346.7 & 250.7 & 250.7 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
250.7 & 346.7 & 250.7 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
250.7 & 250.7 & 346.7 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 76.5 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 76.5 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 76.5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (4.7)

The filter is simulated by injecting RF signal into the input resonator and shorting the output resonator to ground. For example, if the green top electrode, shown in Figure 4.13, is driven with the RF signal, then the yellow electrodes should be grounded (0 V). This is because, Comsol’s piezoelectric module has predefined admittance parameters which can be readily used to obtain admittance matrix ($Y$-matrix) for a two port network if ports are terminated in properly. Since the input and output resonators are identical, the filters are symmetric and reciprocal, therefore $Y_{11} = Y_{22}$ and $Y_{12} = Y_{21}$. 98
The $Y$ parameters obtained from the Comsol simulations are then converted to scattering parameters ($S$-parameters) to obtain the filter’s insertion and return loss performance using [104]:

$$S_{11} = S_{22} = \frac{(Y_0 - Y_{11})(Y_0 + Y_{11}) + Y_{12}Y_{21}}{(Y_{11} + Y_0)(Y_{22} + Y_0) - Y_{12}Y_{21}} \quad (4.8)$$

$$S_{21} = S_{12} = \frac{-2Y_{21}Y_0}{(Y_{11} + Y_0)(Y_{22} + Y_0) - Y_{12}Y_{21}} \quad (4.9)$$

where $Y_0$ is the system admittance which is 0.02 in the simulations discussed in this chapter. The plots of return loss and insertion loss obtained using the Comsol simulation for a BST-on-Si laterally acoustically coupled filter are shown in Figure 4.14. The shapes of the in phase and out-of-phase lamb-wave modes for this filter at the second resonance mode are illustrated in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, respectively.

Figure 4.14: The insertion loss ($S_{21}$) and return loss ($S_{11}$) for a laterally coupled acoustic filter with lateral dimensions of $W=30 \ \mu$m, $g=1 \ \mu$m and number of fingers = 2.
Figure 4.15: (a) and (b) show the simulated shape of the symmetric (in-phase) lamb wave mode for laterally coupled acoustic filter. The (c) shows the input admittance indicating the in-phase mode frequency with a circle.
Figure 4.16: (a) and (b) show the simulated shape of the asymmetric (out-of-phase) lamb wave mode for laterally coupled acoustic filter de. (c) shows the input admittance indicating the out-of-phase mode frequency with a circle.
In the following sub-sections, the effect of device’s lateral geometry on the filter performance is discussed using the Comsol simulations. The simulation results are shown for the second resonance mode for which the thicknesses of the stacked layers are optimized. First the effect of electrode width and the electrode spacing (g) on the inter-resonator coupling coefficient is discussed. Then, the effect of the number of fingers on the inter-resonator coupling coefficient and on the resonator performance is analyzed. Finally, the filter response is analyzed as a function of the piezoelectric coefficient (d_{33}) to study the effect of electromechanical coupling on the insertion loss and inter-resonator coupling coefficient.

4.3.2 The Effect of Electrode Width (W) and Spacing Between Electrodes (g) on Filter’s Response

The $Y_{11}$ for the BST-on-Si laterally acoustically coupled filter structure shown in Figure 4.13 is simulated as a function of electrode width (W) and electrode spacing (g). The inter-resonator coupling coefficient ($k$) is then calculated at the second resonance mode using (4.2). It is observed that the inter-resonator coupling coefficient decreases with increasing electrode width (W). This is due to the increase in frequency spacing between the symmetric and anti-symmetric lamb waves as the electrode lateral dimension increases [116]. Figure 4.17 shows the inter-resonator coupling coefficient as a function of electrode width for various electrode spacing values.

The inter-resonator coupling coefficient decreases also with electrode spacing, as the acoustic wave attenuates exponentially (evanescent wave) in the region between input and output resonators. Figure 4.18 shows the inter-resonator coupling ($k$) coefficient as a function of electrode spacing (g) for various electrode widths (W).
Figure 4.17: Inter-resonator coupling coefficient ($k$) as a function of electrode width ($W$) for various electrode spacing ($g$)

Figure 4.18: Inter-resonator coupling coefficient ($k$) as a function of electrode spacing ($g$) for various electrode widths ($W$)
4.3.3 The Effect of Number of Fingers on the Filter Performance

The filter shown in Figure 4.13 is simulated as a function of the number of fingers (N). In these simulations, the filter performance is degraded if the resonator area is very large due to the effect of large static capacitance \((C_e)\) created by the sandwiched BST layer. Therefore, the simulations are performed by changing the number of fingers for up to \(N=6\). The inter-resonator coupling coefficient increases with number of fingers. Figure 4.19 shows the inter-resonator coupling coefficient as a function of number of fingers. To illustrate the effect of the number of fingers (N) on the filter’s electric response, the input admittance \(Y_{11}\) and insertion loss \(S_{21}\) for a filter with a 30 \(\mu\)m electrode width (W) and 1 \(\mu\)m electrode separation (g) is plotted as shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, respectively.

Figure 4.19: Inter-resonator coupling coefficient as a function of number of fingers
Figure 4.20: $Y_{11}$ for 2, 4 and 6 number of fingers (N). The $W=30 \, \mu\text{m}$ and the $g=2 \, \mu\text{m}$.

Figure 4.21: Insertion loss ($S_{21}$) for 2, 4 and 6 number of fingers (N). The $W=30 \, \mu\text{m}$ and the $g=2 \, \mu\text{m}$.
4.3.4 The Effect of Piezoelectric Coefficient \((d_{33})\) on the Filter Performance

The piezoelectric coefficient directly affects the effective electromechanical coupling coefficient \((K_t^2)\) for the bulk acoustic resonators. A larger \(K_t^2\) is desired for a good filter performance in acoustic filters [84]. The resonance modes get stronger with increasing \(d_{33}\) as expected. Figure 4.22 shows the insertion loss \((S_{21})\) of a filter for \(d_{33}\) of 1e-11 [C/N] to 5e-11 [C/N] with 1e-11 [C/N] steps at the second resonance mode. In this simulated filter, the number of digits (N), the electrode width (W) and the separation between electrodes (g) are 2, 20 µm and 2 µm, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.22, filter insertion loss improves and its bandwidth increases with increasing \(d_{33}\).

![Figure 4.22: The insertion loss \((S_{21})\) for \(d_{33}\) of 1e-11 [C/N] to 5e-11 [C/N] at the second resonance mode](image)

The Comsol simulations shown above are approximate due to the 2-D nature of simulations and lack of accuracy BST acoustic properties. Nevertheless, these
simulations can be used to understand the device performance as a function of device geometry and provide a starting point for designing the chip layout that includes filters with systematically varying lateral geometries. The following section explains the fabrications steps for the intrinsically switchable laterally coupled acoustic filters based on BST-on-Si composite structure.

4.4 Fabrication Procedure

The intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filters are fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. The SOI wafer has a 5 µm thick device Si layer. This layer is used to create the Si membrane for the BST-on-Si composite structure Figure 4.7.

The device fabrication starts with growing a 200 nm thick layer of high quality SiO$_2$ on the SOI wafer. A 40 nm of TiO$_2$ and a 150 nm layer of platinum (bottom electrode) are deposited on the SiO$_2$ layer. The bottom electrode is patterned by selectively etching the Pt. An approximately 2.5 µm thick layer of BST thin film is deposited on top of the bottom electrode by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). PLD deposition is performed at 650 °C with a partial oxygen pressure of 300 mT. Next, a 100 nm thick layer of platinum is deposited and patterned by e-beam evaporation and lift-off for creating top electrodes. The chip is annealed under flowing O$_2$ at 500 °C for 30 minutes. After annealing, the BST thin film is selectively etched using diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF). A total of 3 µm thick aluminum and gold layers are deposited for the probe contact pads. The silicon handle layer is etched away completely by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) from the back side of the wafer. Finally, the buried oxide layer is wet etched to fully release the device. The fabrication steps for the laterally acoustically coupled filters explained here are the same as the BST-on-Si composite FBAR fabrication steps discussed in Chapter 2.
Therefore, Figure 2.20 in Chapter 2 illustrates the laterally coupled acoustic filter fabrication steps. The detailed recipes for each step are given in Appendix A.

4.5 Measurement Results

The filters were measured with 150 \( \mu \text{m} \) pitch size GSG probes. Filter’s S-parameters are acquired by using an Agilent E8364C vector network analyzer. The measurement set up is calibrated with short-open-load-thru (SOLT) calibration. Devices are biased through bias tees connected to GSG probes at the input and output ports. During the measurements, the bias voltage is increased gradually from 0 V to 55 V until the input impedance no longer varies with the bias voltage due to the saturation of the voltage-induced electric polarization in the BST layer [78]. A microscope photo of a measured device with \( N = 4, W = 40 \ \mu \text{m} \ \text{and} \ \ g = 2 \ \mu \text{m} \) is shown in Figure 4.23.

![Microscope photo of a measured intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filter. In this filter \( N = 4, W = 40 \ \mu \text{m} \ \text{and} \ \ g = 2 \ \mu \text{m} \).](image)

Figure 4.23: Microscope photo of a measured intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filter. In this filter \( N = 4, W = 40 \ \mu \text{m} \ \text{and} \ \ g = 2 \ \mu \text{m} \).

The measurement results for an intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filter shown in Figure 4.23 are provided below for the second resonance mode. Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the insertion loss (\( S_{21} \)) and return loss (\( S_{11} \)) of the filter at a 0
V (off) and a 55 V (on) dc bias. Such a high turn-on voltage (e.g. 55 V) is attributed to large BST thickness which is 2.5 μm in this device.

Figure 4.24: Insertion loss ($S_{21}$) of a measured filter for 0 V and 55 V dc bias

Figure 4.25: Return loss ($S_{11}$) of a measured filter for 0 V and 55 V dc bias

As shown in Figure 4.24, there is a spurious resonance mode slightly above the filter’s passband. Such spurious resonances are caused by unwanted lamb-wave modes that are excited in the structure [105]. To predict these spurious modes accurately, a dispersion
curve of the composite structure with and without electrodes should be obtained with accurate acoustic parameters for the layers [105]. Such a study has not been performed yet and could be a future study with better characterized BST acoustic properties. The filter’s measured performance is summarized in Table 4.2. The filter’s insertion loss at several bias voltages is plotted in Figure 4.26. The filter’s wide band response is shown in Figure 4.27. The second resonance mode provides the strongest resonance response as expected. The modes above the 3rd mode are very weak and not shown in Figure 4.27.

Table 4.2 Performance of the measured intrinsically switchable laterally acoustically coupled filter based on BST-on-Si structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center frequency ($f_c$)</td>
<td>748 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3dB bandwidth (BW_{3dB})</td>
<td>13.8 MHz (% 1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion Loss ($S_{21}$)</td>
<td>7.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return Loss ($S_{11}$)</td>
<td>&gt;10 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.26: Measured insertion loss ($S_{21}$) at several bias voltages
Figure 4.27: Wide band plot for the measured insertion loss ($S_{21}$)

The measured filter response is fitted to an equivalent lumped element model shown in Figure 4.9. The return loss and the insertion loss for the fitted lumped element model and measurement results are shown in Figure 4.28. The lumped element model components and inter-resonator coupling coefficient is given in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.28: Measured and modeled (a) insertion loss ($S_{21}$) and, (b) return loss ($S_{11}$)
Based on lumped element model, most of the insertion loss is due to acoustic loss in the device. For example, by reducing the $R_m$ from 40 Ω to 10 Ω, the insertion loss improves from 7 dB to approximately 3.4 dB.

### 4.6 Conclusion

To the best of author’s knowledge, the results for the first BST based intrinsically switchable acoustically coupled filter are presented here. The device provides approximately 40 dB of isolation when it is off and exhibits 7.1 dB of insertion loss when it is turned on (Figure 4.24). The filter consists of two BAW resonators coupled acoustically in the lateral direction and provides an out-of-band rejection level of more than 35 dB which is much higher than that of an electrically connected filter with the same number of resonators. Future work will focus on improving the performance of the
filters by depositing higher quality thin films. To predict the spurious modes accurately, well-characterized BST acoustic parameters are needed for simulations.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Directions

5.1 Summary

In this dissertation, three different types of bulk acoustic wave devices based on BST-on-Si composite structure are presented. The first device is a high-Q intrinsically switchable composite FBAR. In this device, a detailed design procedure using an acoustic transmission line model is explained. A fabrication process for composite FBARs, using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, is described. Measured devices exhibit record Q values in BST based switchable BAW resonators.

The second device is a 1.5 stage intrinsically switchable electrically connected filter based on BST-on-Si composite FBARs. The detailed design procedure and measurement result of a fabricated filter are presented. The measured filter exhibits an insertion loss and return loss of 4.5 dB and 15 dB, respectively, when it is biased. Out of band rejection level is approximately 8 dB.

The third device is a laterally coupled acoustic filter based on BST-on-Si composite structure. The operation principles for these devices are discussed in detail. Filter’s typical electric response is explained using a lumped element model that is commonly used for acoustically coupled filters. Multiphysics simulations are performed using a finite element method (FEM) based commercially available simulation tool (Comsol).
Using this simulation tool, the effect of device geometry and the piezoelectric coefficient on the performance of laterally coupled acoustic filters is studied. The fabrication procedure and measurement results for a laterally coupled acoustic filter are presented. The measured device exhibits approximately a 7 dB of insertion loss and more than 9 dB of return loss. To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the first demonstration of intrinsically switchable acoustically coupled filters based on ferroelectric BST.

5.2 Future Work

5.2.1 BST Thin Film Deposition and Optimization

The intrinsically switchable resonators and filters discussed in this dissertation are based on thin film BST deposited using pulsed laser deposition system. Currently, a new magnetron-sputtering thin film deposition system is being installed by our research group. A detailed study of the deposition parameters can allow us to improve the BST’s quality further for obtaining high performance BAW devices. Furthermore, BST’s piezoelectric, dielectric and acoustic properties should be studied as a function of deposition parameters such as deposition temperature and argon to oxygen ratio. Such study will help in optimizing the performance of BAW devices.

In addition, BSTs with different Stoichiometry can be utilized. A future work can be studying the effect of Ba and Sr ratio on piezoelectric and acoustic properties of BST thin films.

5.2.2 Designing a symmetric composite FBAR

FBARs based on a BST-on-Si composite structure have been demonstrated. The structure is asymmetric along the horizontal line at the middle of the piezoelectric layer
and exhibits both even and odd resonance modes. Future work can be fabricating symmetric composite FBARs similar to the one shown in Figure 1.12. Although fabrication of the symmetric BST based resonators is a challenge, symmetric structure has the advantage of exhibiting reduced number of overmodes.

In symmetric structures, by incorporating low permittivity non-piezoelectric layers in between electrodes and BST, the effective permittivity of the region between the top and bottom electrodes can be reduced. This allows designing larger size FBARs with reduced edge-effect that limits the $Q$ and $K_{\text{r}}^2$ hence performance of FBARs. However, addition of such a non-piezoelectric layer in between the electrodes and the BST increases the DC voltage levels to control the filters.
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Appendix A

Fabrication Steps of Composite Resonators and Filters Based on BST-on-Si Structure

A.1 SOI Wafer Preparation

Start with a pre-platinized silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with total thicknesses of 300 µm – 600 µm

• Dice and blow dry using N2 gas.

• Rinse in aceton for 3 min.

• Rinse in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 3 min.

• Rinse in the DI water for 5 min.

• N2 blow dry.

• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min.

A.2 Bottom Electrode Patterning

• Apply HMDS to substrate and let it stay for 30 sec.

• Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.

• Spin SPR 220 3.0 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec.

• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Image exposure 6 sec in MA/BA 6
• Post-exposure bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Develop in AZ 300 for 1 min
• Rinse in DI water for 5 min and N₂ blow dry.
• Check the pattern under microscope.
• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.
• Etch Pt in Plasmatherm 790 with reactive ion etching (RIE) method. Recipe in plasmatherm should be verified/optimized at the beginning of each batch fabrication
• Verify the etching by resistance measurement test in the etched area
• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.
• Clean in warm acetone
• Put it in IPA
• N₂ blow dry.
• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min.

A.3 BST Deposition in PLD
• Load the substrate and heat up the substrate with 5 °C/min rate.
• Substrate temperature of 650 °C.
• Partial oxygen pressure of 300 mTorr.
• In chamber oxygen annealing at 650 °C with 100 Torr oxygen for 1 hour.
• Cool down the substrate with 1 °C/min rate.

A.4 Top Electrode Deposition and Lift-Off
• Apply HMDS to substrate and let it stay for 30 sec.
• Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Spin 220 3.0 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Image exposure 6 sec in MA/BA 6
• Post-exposure bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.
• Metal evaporation (Pt 1000 °A).
• Lift off in Acetone for at least 1 hour.
• Rinse in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 5 min.
• N2 blow dry.
• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min

A.5 High-Temperature Annealing

• Furnace temperature at 500 °C.
• Flow oxygen with 2 sccm rate.
• Anneal for 30 min.

A.6 BST Etch in HF

• Apply HMDS to substrate and let it stay for 30 sec.
• Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Spin SPR 220 3.0 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Image exposure 6 sec in MA/BA 6
• Post-exposure bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Develop in AZ300 for 1 min.
• Rinse in DI water for 5 min and \( N_2 \) blow dry.

• Check the pattern under microscope.

• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.

• Hard bake 110 °C for 1 min.

• Wet etch in HF:DI (1:10) solution. (etch rate is about 200 nm for 20 sec)

• Rinse in DI water for 5 min and \( N_2 \) blow dry.

• Inspect the film thickness by Dektak.

• Strip photoresist in acetone for at least 1 hour.

• Rinse in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 5 min.

• \( N_2 \) blow dry.

• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min.

A.7 Bias Network Deposition/Sputter and Lift-Off

• Apply HMDS to substrate and let it stay for 30 sec.

• Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.

• Spin SPR 220 3.0 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec.

• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.

• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.

• Image exposure 6 sec in MA/BA 6

• Post-exposure bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.

• Develop in AZ300 for 1 min.

• Rinse in DI water for 5 min and \( N_2 \) blow dry.

• Check the pattern under microscope.

• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.
• Deposit or Sputter the Resistance material
• Lift-off in Acetone for at least 1 hour.
• Rinse in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 3 min.
• \( \text{N}_2 \) blow dry.
• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min.

**A.8 Compensation Layer Deposition and Lift-Off**

• Apply HMDS to substrate and let it stay for 30 sec.
• Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Spin SPR 220 3.0 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Image exposure 6 sec in MA/BA 6
• Post-exposure bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Develop in AZ300 for 1 min.
• Rinse in DI water for 5 min and \( \text{N}_2 \) blow dry.
• Check the pattern under microscope.
• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.
• Deposit Aluminum and Gold in Evaporator
• Liftoff in Acetone for at least 1 hour.
• Rinse in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 3 min.
• \( \text{N}_2 \) blow dry.
• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min.

**A.9 Contact Metal Evaporation and Lift-Off**
• Apply HMDS to substrate and let it stay for 30 sec.
• Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Spin SPR 220 3.0 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec.
• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Soft bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Image exposure 6 sec in MA/BA 6
• Post-exposure bake at 115 °C for 90 sec.
• Develop in AZ300 for 1 min.
• Rinse in DI water for 5 min and N₂ blow dry.
• Check the pattern under microscope.
• Oxygen asher at 250mT and 80W for 60 sec.
• Deposit Aluminum and Gold in Evaporator
• Lift-off in Acetone for at least 1 hour.
• Rinse in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 3 min.
• N₂ blow dry.
• Dehydration bake 130 °C for 3 min.
Appendix B

Matlab Codes For Electrically Connected Filter Simulations

29 July 2011

clear,clc,clf

f=0.1e9:765.625e3:2.8e9;

%Velocity of longitudinal acoustic wave (m/s)
v_pt = 3300; v_au = 2800; v_sapphire = 11150; v_air = 360;
v_si = 8100; v_sio2 = 5100; v_sto = 8050;
v_sto = 10400; v_zno = 6340; v_pzt = 4500; v_mo = 6290;
v_aln = 11000; v_al = 6300; v_bst = 5600; v_ti = 6100;

%Acoustic impedance (kg/m^2s)
z_pt = 69.8e6; z_au = 23.18e6; z_sapphire = 44.5e6; z_air = 360;
z_si = 21e6; z_sio2 = 12.55e6; z_bst = 33e6; z_sto = 42.2e6;
z_zno = 36.4e6; z_pzt = 31.3e6; z_mo = 64.2e6; z_aln = 36e6;
z_al = 17e6; z_ti = 27.3e6;

%Acoustic quality factor
Q_pt = 130; Q_au = 130; Q_sio2 = 130;
Q_bst = 300; Q_sto = 9500; Q_aln = 9500;
Q_sapphire = 9500; Q_ti = 100
% Q_si = 5000;
Q_si = 6.2e12./1000e6;
K2 = 0.062;
Area_series = (1050)*(10^-12);

%Thickness (m)
t_au = 100e-9;
t_pt = 100e-9;
t_bst = 600e-9;
t_pt2 =150e-9;
t_ti=40e-9;
t_sio2 = 0.2e-6;
t_si = 10e-6;
t_sio2_2 =0e-6; %(optional)

%Dielectric Constant
EC_zno = 8.8; EC_pzt = 350; EC_aln = 9.5; EC_bst = 90;

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of gold (Au)
beta_au = 2*pi.*f/v_au;
alpha_au = beta_au/2/Q_au;
gama_au = alpha_au + j.*beta_au;

% The impedance seen through top au
\[ Z_1 = z_{au} \cdot (z_{air} + z_{au} \cdot \tanh(gama_{au} \cdot t_{au})) / (z_{au} + z_{air} \cdot \tanh(gama_{au} \cdot t_{au})); \]

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of platinum
\[ \beta_{pt} = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot f / v_{pt}; \]
\[ \alpha_{pt} = \beta_{pt} / 2 / Q_{pt}; \]
\[ gama_{pt} = \alpha_{pt} + j \cdot \beta_{pt}; \]

% The impedance seen through top electrode
\[ Z_1 = z_{pt} \cdot (Z_1 + z_{pt} \cdot \tanh(gama_{pt} \cdot t_{pt})) / (z_{pt} + Z_1 \cdot \tanh(gama_{pt} \cdot t_{pt})); \]

%______________________________________________________________________

% Zr has the load of air and transmission line in Si, SiO2 and Pt

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of buried oxide
\[ \beta_{sio2} = 2 \pi \cdot f / v_{sio2}; \]
\[ \alpha_{sio2} = \beta_{sio2} / 2 / Q_{sio2}; \]
\[ gama_{sio2} = \alpha_{sio2} + j \cdot \beta_{sio2}; \]

% The impedance seen after the buried oxide
\[ Z_{sio2_2} = z_{sio2} \cdot (z_{air} + z_{sio2} \cdot \tanh(gama_{sio2} \cdot t_{sio2_2})) / (z_{sio2} + z_{air} \cdot \tanh(gama_{sio2} \cdot t_{sio2_2})); \]

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of device silicon
\[ \beta_{si} = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot f / v_{si}; \]
\[ \alpha_{si} = \beta_{si} / 2 / Q_{si}; \]
\[ gama_{si} = \alpha_{si} + j \cdot \beta_{si}; \]

% The impedance seen after silicon
\[ Z_{si} = z_{si} \cdot (Z_{sio2_2} + z_{si} \cdot \tanh(gama_{si} \cdot t_{si})) / (z_{si} + Z_{sio2_2} \cdot \tanh(gama_{si} \cdot t_{si})); \]

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of oxide underneath of bottom electrode
\[ \beta_{sio2} = 2 \pi \cdot f / v_{sio2}; \]
\[ \alpha_{sio2} = \beta_{sio2} / 2 / Q_{sio2}; \]
\[ gama_{sio2} = \alpha_{sio2} + j \cdot \beta_{sio2}; \]

% The impedance seen after oxide underneath of the bottom electrode
\[ Z_{sio2} = z_{sio2} \cdot (Z_{si} + z_{sio2} \cdot \tanh(gama_{sio2} \cdot t_{sio2})) / (z_{sio2} + Z_{si} \cdot \tanh(gama_{sio2} \cdot t_{sio2})); \]

% The PROPOGATION CONSTANT of titanium
\[ \beta_{ti} = 2 \pi \cdot f / v_{ti}; \]
\[ \alpha_{ti} = \beta_{ti} / 2 / Q_{ti}; \]
\[ gama_{ti} = \alpha_{ti} + j \cdot \beta_{ti}; \]

% The impedance after titanium
\[ Z_{ti} = z_{ti} \cdot (Z_{sio2} + z_{ti} \cdot \tanh(gama_{ti} \cdot t_{ti})) / (z_{ti} + Z_{sio2} \cdot \tanh(gama_{ti} \cdot t_{ti})); \]
% The impedance after the bottom electrode (platinum)
Zr = z_pt.*(Z_ti + z_pt.*tanh(gama_pt.*t_pt2))./(z_pt +
Z_ti.*tanh(gama_pt.*t_pt2));

% The DIELECTRIC CONSTANT and STATIC CAPACITANCE
E0 = 8.854e-12;
C_E = E0*EC_bst*Area_series/t_bst/(1);

% The PROPOGATION CONSTANT of BST
beta_bst = 2.*pi.*f./v_bst;
alpha_bst = beta_bst./2./Q_bst;
gama_bst = alpha_bst + j.*beta_bst;

% The half of the phase delay in BST
phi_bst = -j.*gama_bst.*t_bst/2;

% The normalized left and right impedances
zl = Zl./z_bst; zr = Zr./z_bst;

Zin_model_series =1+1./j./2./pi./f./C_E.*(1 -
K2.*tan(phi_bst)./phi_bst.*((zl+zr).*cos(phi_bst).*cos(phi_bst) +
j.*sin(2.*phi_bst))./((zl+zr).*cos(2.*phi_bst) +
j.*(zl.*zr+1).*sin(2.*phi_bst)));

% Now we have obtained the input impedance of the device based on
% line model

% Capacitance and Loss tangent is extracted from the Zin which was
% obtained
% based on transmission line model

Zin_model_modulus = abs(Zin_model_series);

figure (1);
plot(f,abs(Zin_model_series));title('|Zin_series|');grid on;
hold on
% axis([0.1e9 5e9 0 120])
% Below provides the input impedance for the shunt resonator

\begin{verbatim}
t_au = 140e-9;
t_pt = 100e-9;
t_bst = 600e-9;
t_pt2 = 150e-9;
t_ti = 40e-9;
t_sio2 = 0.2e-6;
t_si = 10e-6;
t_sio2_2 = 0e-6; % (optional)
Area_shunt = (2300)*(10^-12);
\end{verbatim}

% %frequency (Hz)
% f = [0.5e9:0.005e6:5e9];

% Dielectric Constant
EC_zno = 8.8; EC_pzt = 350; EC_aln = 9.5; EC_bst = 90;

% Structure of the device: Air/Pt/BST/Pt/SiO2/Si
% Calculation of impedances: Zl --> Zin <-- Zr

% Zl has the load of air and transmission line in Pt and Au

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of gold (Au)
beta_au = 2*pi.*f/v_au;
alpha_au = beta_au/2/Q_au;
gama_au = alpha_au + j.*beta_au;

% The impedance seen through top Au
Zl = z_au.*(z_air + z_au.*tanh(gama_au.*t_au))./(z_au + z_air.*tanh(gama_au.*t_au));

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of platinum
beta_pt = 2*pi.*f/v_pt;
alpha_pt = beta_pt/2/Q_pt;
gama_pt = alpha_pt + j.*beta_pt;

% The impedance seen through top electrode
Zl = z_pt.*(Zl + z_pt.*tanh(gama_pt.*t_pt))./(z_pt + Zl.*tanh(gama_pt.*t_pt));

% Zr has the load of air and transmission line in Si, SiO2 and Pt
% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of buried oxide
beta_sio2 = 2*pi.*f/v_sio2;
alpha_sio2 = beta_sio2/2/Q_sio2;
gama_sio2 = alpha_sio2 + j.*beta_sio2;

%The impedance seen after the buried oxide
Z_sio2_2 = z_sio2.*(z_air + z_sio2.*tanh(gama_sio2.*t_sio2_2))./(z_sio2 + z_air.*tanh(gama_sio2.*t_sio2_2));

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of device silicon
beta_si = 2*pi.*f/v_si;
alpha_si = beta_si./2./Q_si;
gama_si = alpha_si + j.*beta_si;

% The impedance seen after silicon
Z_si = z_si.*(Z_sio2_2 + z_si.*tanh(gama_si.*t_si))./(z_si + Z_sio2_2.*tanh(gama_si.*t_si));

% The PROPAGATION CONSTANT of oxide underneath of bottom electrode
beta_sio2 = 2*pi.*f/v_sio2;
alpha_sio2 = beta_sio2/2/Q_sio2;
gama_sio2 = alpha_sio2 + j.*beta_sio2;

% The impedance seen after oxide underneath of the bottom electrode
Z_sio2 = z_sio2.*(Z_si + z_sio2.*tanh(gama_sio2.*t_sio2))./(z_sio2 + Z_si.*tanh(gama_sio2.*t_sio2));

% The PROPOGATION CONSTANT of titanium
beta_ti = 2*pi.*f/v_ti;
alpha_ti = beta_ti/2/Q_ti;
gama_ti = alpha_ti + j.*beta_ti;;

% The impedance after titanium
Z_ti= z_ti.*(Z_sio2 + z_ti.*tanh(gama_ti.*t_ti))./(z_ti + Z_sio2.*tanh(gama_ti.*t_ti));

% The impedance after the bottom electrode (platinum)
Zr = z_pt.*((Z_ti + z_pt.*tanh(gama_pt.*t_pt2))./(z_pt + Z_ti.*tanh(gama_pt.*t_pt2));

%____________________________________________________________________
% The DIELECTRIC CONSTANT and STATIC CAPACITANCE
E0 = 8.854e-12;
C_E = E0*EC_bst*Area_shunt/t_bst/(1);

% The PROPOGATION CONSTANT of BST
beta_bst = 2.*pi.*f./v_bst;
alpha_bst = beta_bst./2./Q_bst;
gama_bst = alpha_bst + j.*beta_bst;

% The half of the phase delay in BST
phi_bst = -j.*gama_bst.*t_bst/2;

% The normalized left and right impedances
zl = Zl./z_bst; zr = Zr./z_bst;

Zin_model_shunt =1+1./j./2./pi./f./C_E.*(1 - K2.*tan(phi_bst)./phi_bst.*((zl+zr).*cos(phi_bst).*cos(phi_bst) + j.*sin(2.*phi_bst))./((zl+zr).*cos(2.*phi_bst) + j.*(zl.*zr+1).*sin(2.*phi_bst)));

% Now we have obtained the input impedance of the device based on transmission line model

Zin_model_modulus = abs(Zin_model_shunt);

figure (1);
plot(f,abs(Zin_model_shunt),'r');title('|Zin_shunt|');grid on;

% Finding ABCD matrice
A= 1+(Zin_model_series./Zin_model_shunt);
B= 2.*Zin_model_series+(Zin_model_series.^2)./Zin_model_shunt;
C= 1./Zin_model_shunt;
D=1+(Zin_model_series./Zin_model_shunt);

%Finding S-parameters
denom= A+B/50+C*50+D;
S11= (A+B/50-C*50-D)./(denom);
S21= (2.*(A.*D-B.*C))./(denom);
figure(2)
plot(f,20*log10(S11),f,20*log10(S21))
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